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Introduction
Interrelationship and cooperation between Central Asian countries and Afghanistan has 

expanded on bilateral and multilateral level in recent years, in particular, in the context of 

the Istanbul process, as well as through participation in programs such as CAREC, SPECA, 

RECCA (Regional Economic Cooperation Conference on Afghanistan) and other projects 

of international organizations that focus on integration of Afghanistan into regional 

economic cooperation and long-term sustainable development of the IRA and CA.

In June of this year in Afghanistan, there was yet another transfer of authority for security 

in some districts of the IRA. At the present time, the number of international troops in 

Afghanistan is about 100,000 people. Withdrawal of the main part of the international 

coalition forces from the country will be completed by the end of 2014. After 2014, the 

US will start to implement the «Resolute support» mission within the NATO framework 

that will be focused on training and assistance to the Afghan security forces without 

conducting combat operations. As envisioned by the US and NATO, it is expected that by 

that time full responsibility for security should be transferred completely to the Afghan 

security forces. By 2024, Afghanistan should have a fully functioning national state system 

capable of independent control of the situation in the country.

In this regard, the organizers have defined a substantial part of the conference in the 

following questions, which are subsequently reflected in the final recommendations from 

the conference participants.

What will national and political future of Afghanistan be after 2014? What are the 

options on development of situation in Afghanistan, around the IRA and the impact on 

security and stability in CA? After 2014, will the IRA manage to resist the armed opposition 

(the Taliban), terrorism, religious extremism and other destructive forces, to minimize or 

stop drug production? Will the efforts to achieve national reconciliation in the country 

proceed, whom the power will be transferred to and what will be the regime after the 

presidential election in the IRA in 2014? What will possible negotiations between the US 

and the Taliban or official Kabul and the Taliban lead to?

What will the new paradigm of security threats be? How will the capacity of existing 

regional security mechanisms, search for political consensus and suggested strategies for 

socio-economic, energy (oil, gas, water resources), infrastructural development of transit 

corridors (CASA-1000, TAPI, realization of the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan railway 

construction etc.) be used in the matter of cooperation of transit through the «Northern 

route» for the ISAF, border security and management/control of the borders for stable 

and secure development of Afghanistan and Central Asian region? What should we be 

prepared for? What progression of events? Is there a need for a new regional security 

system, taking into account the new geopolitical situation, or is it possible to create a 

new atmosphere of trust, stable development and security with the existing regional 

structures?

In this context, regardless of the situation development in Afghanistan, geo-political and 

geo-economic plans regarding Central Asian and Caucasian regions as well as the states 

in the Middle East, it is essential to strengthen preventive measures in countering drug 

trafficking, terrorism, religious extremism, illegal border crossing .

At the same time, there is a serious risk that the critical year 2014 will affect countries 

neighboring with the IRA, which might encounter traditional problems in new forms and 

extent, including the use of information technologies and other channels (according to 

the border and security services).

Besides, there is a number of external and internal factors in the Central Asian region 

that will inevitably lead to political transformation processes, including security.

We expect that the upcoming dialogue will be an attempt in an effort to find a common 

regional approach in addressing remaining key issues and newly emerging challenges 

and threats, as well as to consider coordinated actions of stakeholders and international 

organizations in the future development of the Central Asian region and the IRA in general, 

after 2014. 

Some information about the conference:

ͻ�dŚĞ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ǁĂƐ�ŚĞůĚ�ŝŶ��ŝƐŚŬĞŬ͕�ŽŶ�KĐƚŽďĞƌ�ϭϬ͕�ϮϬϭϯ͕�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶŐƌĞƐƐ�ŚĂůů�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
^ƚĂƚĞ�ƌĞƐŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ζ�ϭ�ͨ�ůĂͲ�ƌĐŚĂͩ͘

ͻ� KƌŐĂŶŝǌĞĚ� ďǇ͗� ƚŚĞ� WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĂů� �ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� <ǇƌŐǇǌ� ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ͕� DŝŶŝƐƚƌǇ� ŽĨ�
Foreign Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic, the CSTO Secretariat.

ͻ�dŚĞ� ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ǁĂƐ� ĂƚƚĞŶĚĞĚ�ďǇ� ŐƵĞƐƚƐ� Ăƚ� ^ĞŶŝŽƌ�KĨĨŝĐŝĂůƐ� >ĞǀĞů͕� ŽĨ�ŵŝŶŝƐƚƌŝĞƐ� ĂŶĚ�
others officies Secretaries General of International Organizations / Deputy Secretary 

General, Special Representatives of the Secretaries General of the UN, EU, OSCE, NATO, 

OIC, SCO, CSTO, CIS, EurAsEC, CICA, CCTS, Special envoys for Afghanistan, Ambassadors 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary accredited in Kyrgyzstan, as well as experts, specialists 

, orientalists from countries neighboring with the IRA, and generally interested countries 

- Russia, the US, the PRC, the states of European Union, Central Asia and South Caucasus, 

India, Iran , Pakistan, Turkey, Mongolia.

Nour K. Kerim, Ph.D., 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Kyrgyz Republic
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tĞůĐŽŵĞ�ƐƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�<ǇƌŐǇǌ�ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ�
�͘^Ś͘��ƚĂŵďĂǇĞǀ

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͕ 
�ĞĂƌ�ĨƌŝĞŶĚƐ͕

First of all, I am sincerely pleased to welcome our guests on the blessed land of 

Kyrgyzstan. I also thank all of you for taking time and opportunity to participate in the 

discussion of a very acute problem influencing both the regional and the international 

community.

I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to the CSTO Secretary General 

Nikolay Nikolayevich Bordyuzha, representatives of international organizations - the Special 

Representative of the UN Secretary General, the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, 

Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, the OSCE Office, representatives of 

NATO and European Union, the Executive Committee of the Regional anti-terrorist 

structure of the SCO and other members of the diplomatic corps in Kyrgyzstan for support 

and participation in this conference.

As you know, Kyrgyzstan stands for building an independent, peaceful, prosperous state 

ŝŶ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͕�ĨƌĞĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚĞƌƌŽƌŝƐŵ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌƵŐͲƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ĐƌŝŵĞ͘�>ŝŬĞ�ŽƵƌ�ĐůŽƐĞƐƚ�ƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƐ͕�ǁĞ�
believe that national reconciliation should be Afghan-led, and the international community 

should create conditions for the faster establishment of peace in this country.

Despite current positive political developments in Afghanistan, in particular, development 

of the Afghan National Security Forces and Police Forces, a threat from the destructive 

forces of extremism and terrorism, which are opposed to the reforms of the Government 

of Afghanistan, still remains.

The main threat to the regional security is terrorism, also in the situation when withdrawal 

of the main troops of the International Security Assistance Force from Afghanistan will 

take place in 2014.

Along with the security issues, minimization of the threat emanating from drugs is a 

relevant challenge for the international community. In recent years, opium production 

has not reduced, but increased. Accordingly, there is increased drug trafficking, primarily 

through the so-called «northern corridor» - through Central Asia.

As you know, this year Kyrgyzstan has chaired the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

(SCO) and the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).The Kyrgyz Republic’s position 

holding on to importance of implementation of foreign policy cooperation, coordination 

and development of common approach to the development of the current situation in 

Afghanistan was also emphasized in the framework of these organizations.

In September of this year, Kyrgyzstan handed over the Chair of the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization to our neighbor Tajikistan, and that of the Collective Security Treaty 

Organization to the Russian Federation.

From our point of view, a thorough exchange of opinions with the participation of 

experts, political scientists, diplomats from various countries and organizations will 

contribute to the development of coordinated and principled approach and assessment 

of the situation in Afghanistan.

We hope that the upcoming dialogue at the conference will become an attempt in 

an effort to find a common regional approach in addressing remaining key issues and 

new emerging challenges and threats, as well as to consider the coordinated activities of 

stakeholders and international organizations in development of the future of Afghanistan 

and the region of Central Asia after 2014.

I am confident that the conference will be productive and useful!

I wish good health, good luck and success to all of the participants!
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^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�DŝŶŝƐƚĞƌ�ŽĨ�&ŽƌĞŝŐŶ��ĨĨĂŝƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�<ǇƌŐǇǌ�
ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ��͘�ďĚǇůĚĂĞǀ

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͕� 
>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

>Ğƚ�ŵĞ�ǁĞůĐŽŵĞ�Ăůů�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ŽŶ�ďĞŚĂůĨ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�DŝŶŝƐƚƌǇ�
of Foreign Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic.

Over the past decades, Afghanistan issues have had an impact not only on formation of 

relations between the countries of the region, but also on geopolitical balance of power 

in the world. UN-led international community recognizes Afghanistan as a sovereign, 

independent, democratic state. Kyrgyzstan, along with all countries of the international 

community, supports priorities of the Afghan government in security, governance, 

economic development and regional cooperation issues. We support efforts of the 

Government and people of Afghanistan; they are making all possible efforts towards 

the development of their country, economic reconstruction and improvement of human 

resources.

However, we all recognize that today Afghanistan is in a difficult position, facing 

significant challenges in security, domestic policy, economic development, that are 

interrelated. These problems can be solved only by Afghanistan itself, with the help and 

support of the international community and regional partners.

Kyrgyzstan confirms its commitment to the resolutions of the United Nations General 

Assembly and the UN Security Council regarding the situation in Afghanistan and 

emphasizes the central role of the UN in promotion of peace and stability in Afghanistan 

and coordination of international assistance. Kyrgyzstan encourages the UN to continue 

support of national priority programs of the Government of the Islamic Republic of 

Afghanistan on security, governance, justice and socio-economic development with 

assistance of the international community.

We believe that the overall situation in Afghanistan after 2014 will have a very serious 

impact on development of the international situation, particularly in the Central Asian 

region, to a greater extent than that observed during the presence of ISAF.

Experts specializing in problems of Afghanistan give different predictions, largely 

negative. In this regard, during this conference it would be important to assess the current 

situation in the country and to discuss a number of, in our opinion, important issues:

ϭ͘�/^�&�ǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁĂů͗ As you know, recent UN Security Council resolution 2096, adopted 

on March 23, 2013, reflects agreement between the Government of Afghanistan and the 

International Security Assistance Force on progressive transfer of full responsibility for 

security to the Afghan National Security Forces by the end of 2014.

In this regard, the US government has repeatedly announced completion of withdrawal 

of coalition forces’ main troops from Afghanistan by the end of 2014 and process of 

transfer of security to the national security forces of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.

Thus, there is no need for the further functioning of the Transit Center at the “Manas” 

airport. We hope and believe that international community will appreciateKyrgyzstan’s 

assistance to international coalition forces in the fight against international terrorism.

As part of its commitments, Kyrgyzstan has fully performed its mission on anti-terrorism 

operations in Afghanistan. Over the past 12 years, Kyrgyzstan has been providing an 

opportunity for the transfer of military-humanitarian goods to Afghanistan through the 

Transit Center at the “Manas” International airport. We believe that these efforts have 

contributed to the relative stabilization of the situation in Afghanistan.

At this point, it is clear that the anti-terrorist coalition should complete its mission with 

the obligations regarding foundation of state administration in Afghanistan, strengthening 

of the rule of law and self-defense for self-maintained monitoring of national security in 

the country.

Ϯ͘� �ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ� ŽĨ� ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů� ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů� ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ� ŝŶ� �ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ� ĂŶĚ� ǁŝůůŝŶŐŶĞƐƐ� ŽĨ�
ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů�ĨŽƌĐĞƐ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ͗ Forecasts differ. In this context, the Kyrgyz part 

supports the UN General Assembly and the UN Security Council resolutions regarding the 

situation in Afghanistan and recognizes primary role of the UN in promotion of peace and 

stability in Afghanistan. There is an urgent need to develop new approaches to resolve 

current situation, as the Afghan government’s efforts with support of the international 

community to stabilize the situation in the country has not yet achieved true success.

At present, the situation with the preparation and conduct of the presidential election 

in 2014 is a very important process taking place in Afghanistan. It is important that the 

presidential election is democratic, transparent and meeting interests of all ethnic groups 

in Afghanistan. We hope that the results of the presidential election will lead to creation 

of government represent in gwide political spectrum with participation of representatives 

of all ethnic groups. A strong national leader, based on the country’s parliament with 

functioning government, strengthened institutions and security forces, will be able to 

direct their efforts towards peace and progress in the country.

ϯ͘�dŚĞ�ĨŝŐŚƚ�ĂŐĂŝŶƐƚ�ŝůůŝĐŝƚ�ĚƌƵŐ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ͕�ƚƌĂĚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚ͗ Particular concern is 

brought by non-decreasing production of strong drugs and consequent increased drug 

aggression from Afghanistan.

Transnational scale of illicit drug trafficking poses a serious threat to the national 

security of both Afghanistan and countries of the Eurasian continent. Kyrgyzstan is one 

of the links in the so-called «northern route», one of the major regional transportation 

routes of drugs trafficking, and despite the consistent anti-drug policy of the Republic 

during the entire period of independence, the flow of drugs from Afghanistan still cannot 

be completely stopped. Unfortunately, situation in other countries of the region is similar, 

as well as in drugs recipient countries. Our country, along with the other countries in 

Central Asia, is still considered by cross-border and transnational drug crime elements 

as a transit corridor for transportation of drugs to the countries of Central Asia, Russia, 

Europe and the United States.
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The situation is aggravated by the fact that earnings from drug production and trafficking 

are the major source of funding for terrorist and extremist groups. One of our most 

important tasks is to intensify joint efforts to combat production and trafficking of drugs 

in Afghanistan as well as in its neighborhood through creation of coordinating role for the 

United Nations anti-drug complex system of anti-drug and financial security patterns.

ϰ͘�ZĞŐŝŽŶĂů�ƐĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ�ŝƐƐƵĞƐ͗ Questions regarding these issues are  discussed on all levels 

of the international community.

However, challenges and threats to security are modified and pose threat not only 

to a particular country, but to the region and the world at large. Problems of terrorism, 

extremism, drug trafficking and organized crime emanating from Afghanistan and 

threatening the stability of the region have dramatically escalated in recent years.

These problems present not only a serious obstacle to the reforms in interests of the 

Afghan people. They go far beyond the borders of Afghanistan and their solution requires 

joint and coordinated efforts.

Reality is that without the support of international and regional community, it will be 

difficult for Afghanistan to cope with the problems that threaten security of the entire 

region and the world at large.

Kyrgyzstan is determined to continue the strategic dialogue with partners on all issues of 

mutual interest. We believe that in the fight against terrorism, drug trafficking and other 

challenges in the field of security and economic cooperation with the country, capacity of 

regional organizations that have proven their effectiveness in the work in this area should 

be fully used. In particular, we mean the Collective Security Treaty Organization and the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization and the need for their cooperation with NATO and 

other countries and organizations of the anti-terrorist coalition.

ϱ͘� ^ƵƉƉŽƌƚ� ŽĨ� ĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐ� ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ� ŝŶ� �ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͗ Kyrgyzstan attaches great 

significance to the support of Afghanistan by international community through multilateral 

ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ͘�>ĂƵŶĐŚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ϮϬϭϭ͕�ͨ /ƐƚĂŶďƵů�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐͩ�ƐĞƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĂƐŬ�ƚŽ�ƵŶŝƚĞ�ĞĨĨŽƌƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ĨŐŚĂŶ�
Government and its neighbors in order to build comprehensive cooperation in the field of 

security and economic development in Afghanistan.

In this context, no less important is involvement of Afghanistan into the development 

of regional economic cooperation and jointimplementation of major socio-economic and 

infrastructure projects regarding electricity export, buildingroad and rails communications. 

The Kyrgyz Republic is located in a geographically advantageous position between South 

Asia and Central Asia. Afghanistan and Pakistan could benefit from our services as a 

trading hub on the way to the North.

In this regard, Kyrgyzstan is ready for expansion of trade and economic relations, 

implementation of various infrastructure projects, including electricity export to 

Afghanistan in context of CASA-1000 project, as well as the establishment of a tripartite 

agro industrial consortium of Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan-Afghanistan with assistance of the UN.

Kyrgyzstan actively supports implementation of the international railway project with 

route through China-Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan-Afghanistan. We believe that Iran and Pakistan 

may join the mentioned project in order to create a future transport corridor and extend 

the railway route to China-Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan -Afghanistan- Iran-Pakistan.

Our country fully supports Afghanistan joining to an agreement on transboundary 

shipping operations within the framework of CAREC. In addition, we aim at raised level 

of bilateral cooperation with Afghanistan. Embassy of the Kyrgyz Republic in the IRA was 

opened this year in Kabul.

A lot of citizens of Afghanistan study at universities of Kyrgyzstan and we are expanding 

the potential for cooperation in this area. Together with the OSCE Academy in Bishkek, we 

plan to establish the Center for Regional Studies that will study and develop conceptual 

ideas on development of the Central Asian region and Afghanistan, in particular.

Recent meeting of the President of the Kyrgyz Republic Atambaev Almazbek 

Sharshenovich with the Afghan President Hamid Karzai took place within the framework of 

the SCO summit in Bishkek, and it undoubtedly will give impetus for further development 

of bilateral cooperation.

Today, to solve the problems in Afghanistan, we have to look for fundamentally new 

approaches, which are based on a new philosophy and paradigm of social development 

based on the fundamental right - the right to develop.

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͊

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize the necessity to move forwardfirmly and 

resolutely by bringing all the countries’ efforts together, uniting political will of the actors 

on the world stage for comprehensive cooperation in order to overcome the threats 

and challenges and to maintain peace, prosperity and constructive development of our 

countries.

Kyrgyzstan expresses its full readiness for such a constructive and effective international 

cooperation.

We hope that the upcoming dialogue within the framework of this conference will be 

a successful attempt in an effort to find a common approach to solve persisting common 

problems and emerging new threats and challenges and will provide an opportunity 

to consider the coordinated actions of stakeholders and international organizations in 

development of the future Central Asian region.

For Kyrgyzstan, as well as for other neighbor countries, it will be important to compare 

ambitions and expectations from the existing mechanisms designed to ensure regional 

stability and security for safe development of Afghanistan and the entire region with 

those of partners, to assess the opportunities ofsocio -economic, energy and transport 

cooperation strategies offered to Afghanistan.

I wish effective and productive work to all participants of the Conference.

Thank you for your attention.
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tĞůĐŽŵĞ�ƐƉĞĞĐŚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇ�'ĞŶĞƌĂů�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
�ŽůůĞĐƚŝǀĞ�^ĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ�dƌĞĂƚǇ�KƌŐĂŶŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�E͘��ŽƌĚǇƵǌŚĂ

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͕� 
ůĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŐĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

>Ğƚ� ŵĞ� ǁĞůĐŽŵĞ� ǇŽƵ� Ăƚ� ƚŚŝƐ� ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ� ŽŶ� ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ĨƵƚƵƌĞ� ŽĨ� �ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͕�
challenges and threats to security in Central Asia. Broad representation of stakeholders in 

discussion of the parties and well-known experts shows its great relevance in context of 

substantial reduction of foreign military presence in the IRA next year.

I would like to express gratitude to the Kyrgyz side for initiating and excellent organization 

of this important and timely event.

As you know, the Afghan issue is one of the priorities for the CSTO. It is discussed 

on regular basis on meetings of heads of the CSTO member states, on meetings of the 

statutory bodies, within «round tables» held under the CSTO Analytical Association. A 

special working group under the CSTO Council of Foreign Ministers, established in 2005 

is active; the CSTO Secretariat carries out constant monitoring of the situation in the IRA.

I would like to emphasize that we are not trying to escalate and to dramatize the 

situation. However, our assessment suggests that current situation in Afghanistan is 

very unstable, and situation on the Tajik -Afghan border has escalated to such an extent 

that it resulted in direct clashes with drug smugglers and the Taliban, and the number is 

constantly growing (2013 - 30). Taliban militants on Panj direction have, in fact, reached 

the border line.

Terrorist attacks, in fact, directed not only against the official authorities and ISAF, but 

also against innocent civilians, don’t stop. Authorities don’t work in an effective way, in 

some regions they are not even present. Despite some success, reintegration program of 

militants to peaceful life of was stalled.

We believe that dialogue with the armed opposition can have a positive effect only 

under the leadership of Kabul and under the following principles: Taliban ceasing hostility 

and abandoning military methods of struggle, recognition of the Constitution of the IRA 

and the final break of ties with «al-Qaeda» and other terrorist organizations.

We welcome the process of transfer of responsibility for security in the country to 

Afghan security forces, which is happening combined with the gradual reduction of foreign 

military presence in Afghanistan. However, withdrawal of international troops must be 

accompanied by adequate efforts to build capacity of the Afghan army and police to fulfill 

the assigned tasks, and the real situation in the country should be taken into account.

There is no doubt that the CSTO member states are extremely interested in a stable, 

peaceful and prosperous state on our southern border, free from terrorism and drugs. 

Naturally, our organization stands for the world community, including international 

organizations, especially the UN, and the countries of the region, playing an effective 

role in creating conditions for political settlement and taking part in the reconstruction 

of Afghanistan. In this regard, the CSTO supports efforts of the Afghan authorities to 

update the country, impossible without the active role of the government of the IRA in 

consolidation of the society, turning Afghanistan into a civilized and democratic country.

At the same time, taking into account the main purpose of the CSTO, we need to envisage 

possible actions in case if the situation in Afghanistan starts to develop according to the 

negative scenario.

In this regard, during sessions of the Collective Security Treaty Organization last 

December in Moscow and on September 23 in Sochi, as well as at the informal meeting 

in Bishkek in May of this year, the presidents of the CSTO member states were directly 

tasked to develop a set of measures to ensure security, sovereignty and territorial integrity 

of Member States of the Organization, directly facing the challenges and threats coming 

from the IRA territory.

First of all, we are talking about strengthening protection of the Tajik-Afghan border, 

including its equipment with modern means of surveillance and control. Priority objective 

here is to prevent infiltration of illegal armed formations on the territory of our country 

and to put a solid barrier on the way of drug trafficking.

Taking this into consideration, the CSTO is taking practical preventive measures. In 

Sochi, our Presidents agreed to provide urgent collective military assistance to Tajikistan 

in strengthening the Tajik-Afghan border. In addition, the CSTO will develop an interstate 

target program on border management of that particular section.

An important role in the future of Afghanistan should be played by the upcoming 

presidential election in March of next year. It is important that the clash of presidential 

ambitions of the candidates does not bring the country to the split. We hope that through 

efforts of the Afghan authorities and international support that will not happen. In any 

case, we believe that the choice of the Afghan people should be treated with respect.

On our part, while contributing to the stabilization of Afghanistan, we will continue to 

work on personnel training for Afghan counter-narcotics and law enforcement agencies, 

to implement educational programs to share experience in the fight against international 

terrorism and drug production.

We plan further cooperation with Afghan institutions in Kabul and border provinces on 

the basis of bilateral and multilateral relations.

My assistant, who directly supervises the work related to the Afghan problem, will 

provide more information about our activities on the Afghan track in a special report 

during the first session.

In conclusion, I would like to wish this conference to be successful. I believe that 

assessments and proposals that will be suggested during its course, can serve as a basis 

for development of further actions in the Afghan and Central Asian direction.

>Ğƚ�ŵĞ�ƚŚĂŶŬ�ƚŚĞ�<ǇƌŐǇǌ�Ɖart once again for organization of our event and traditional 

hospitality.

Thank you for your attention.
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KƉĞŶŝŶŐ�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ďǇ��ŵďĂƐƐĂĚŽƌ�DŝƌŽƐůĂǀ�:ĞŶēĂ͕�
^ƉĞĐŝĂů�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝǀĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�hE�^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇͲ'ĞŶĞƌĂů�,ĞĂĚ�
ŽĨ�ZĞŐŝŽŶĂů��ĞŶƚĞƌ�ĨŽƌ�WƌĞǀĞŶƚŝǀĞ��ŝƉůŽŵĂĐǇ�ĨŽƌ��ĞŶƚƌĂů�
�ƐŝĂ͗�ͨdŚĞ�ƌŽůĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚŝǀĞ�ĚŝƉůŽŵĂĐǇ�ŝŶ�ƌĞƐŽůǀŝŶŐ�
ƌĞŐŝŽŶĂů�ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�

ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ϮϬϭϰͩ
zŽƵƌ��ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐǇ�DŝŶŝƐƚĞƌ��ďĚǇůĚĂĞǀ͕

zŽƵƌ��ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐǇ�^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇͲ'ĞŶĞƌĂů��ŽƌĚǇƵǌŚĂ͕

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

>Ğƚ�ŵĞ�ƐƚĂƌƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ǁĞůĐŽŵŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�Ăƚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ĚĞĚŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĂŶ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ŝƐƐƵĞ�ŽĨ�
maintaining security and stability in the region of Central Asia and Afghanistan. 

I would like to appreciate Kyrgyzstan’s initiative together with the Collective Security 

Treaty Organization to convene the conference. I am certain that this event would become 

remarkable for generating ideas and proposals on how to ensure peaceful and sustainable 

development in the region. It is important that Kyrgyzstan, as an active member of the 

international community, is making efforts to enhance regional security in Central Asia 

and beyond its borders. 

The UN, its Security Council, General Assembly and member states have an obligation of 

peaceful settlement of disputes as set in Chapter VI of the UN Charter that also specifies 

ways how to achieve it. They are tools of preventive diplomacy. Chapter VIII is dedicated 

to the regional arrangements and their role in maintenance of peace and security.  The 

regional organizations, their institutions and member states, because of their presence 

in the region and their deep knowledge of local conditions, shall make every effort to 

achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through regional arrangements or by regional 

agencies. Therefore I would like to point once more to preventive diplomacy as a key 

priority of our activities to make the region more peaceful and more prosperous.  As part 

of preventive actions the international community should assist countries in the region 

to address challenges to peace and security. At the same time the countries themselves 

should also be willing to deal with often sensitive and complex problems at home and 

their neighborhood and should be ready to cooperate and to compromise, if necessary.   

In this regard, it is of utmost importance that the Secretary General of Collective Security 

Treaty Organization, and other senior representatives of regional organizations, such 

as SCO, OSCE, CIS and EU are here to exchange views and discuss ways how to address 

challenges emanating from developments in Afghanistan and Central Asia in the context 

of the drawdown of international troops in 2014.  The UNRCCA has commissioned and 

published an analytical paper titled “Afghanistan after 2014: Bane or Boom in Relations 

with Central Asia?” that contributed to the discussion and can be found on our website.

Recently there have been organized many international events, conferences and 

seminars with the same or similar objectives as this conference. As a result we have many 

valuable recommendations, and I believe it is an imperative they are more intensively put 

onto the track of practical implementation. 

�ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ůĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŐĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕�

Fight against terrorism and extremism in the region remains key to protecting the well-

being of populations and ensuring national and regional stability. UNRCCA together with 

the UN Counter Terrorism Implementation Task Force (CTITF) and with support from the 

European Union and Norway, assisted states in the region in strengthening their capacities 

to jointly counter terrorism within the framework of the UN Global Counter-Terrorism 

Strategy. In November 2011, at a senior level meeting in Ashgabat a Joint Plan of Action 

for Central Asia on implementing the UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy was adopted. 

It is the first action plan of its kind in global efforts to implement the UN Global Counter 

-Terrorism Strategy. To secure strong and sustained support in the form of practical steps 

for the implementation of the Action Plan in the region, the second phase of the project 

proposal for the following years has been launched in September this year. 

UNRCCA as an UN Participating Agency takes part in implementation of counter-

terrorism confidence building measure within the Istanbul Process. The Process is an 

important political activity that allows Afghanistan itself, as well as all interested countries 

and international organizations to actively participate in the stabilization of Afghanistan 

and the region, particularly through joint confidence building measures (CBMs).  

I am confident that the recommendations we will hear today would become an important 

contribution to better understanding of the situation in Afghanistan and Central Asia, role 

of CSTO and other regional organizations and would serve as a strong basis for future 

decision making and encourage implementation of the concrete projects. It is important 

that these kinds of initiatives work in harmony with current efforts for stabilization in 

Afghanistan and the region. 

I am looking forward to fruitful discussions and substantial outcomes. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌŵĞƌ��ŵďĂƐƐĂĚŽƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�/ƐůĂŵŝĐ�ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ�ŽĨ�
/ƌĂŶ�ƚŽ�WĂŬŝƐƚĂŶ�ĂŶĚ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ �͕DŽŚĂŵŵĂĚ��ďƌĂŚŝŵ�dĂŚĞƌŝĂŶ

/Ŷ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĂŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ůŵŝŐŚƚǇ�'ŽĚ
Dƌ͘ ��ŚĂŝƌŵĂŶ͕ 
�ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐŝĞƐ͕�>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

First of all, I would like to express my appreciations to the Honorable Government 

of Kirgizstan for hosting this conference for organizing this Conference on Afghanistan 

issues. It is hoped that this conference, through paying attention to the new realities 

of Afghanistan, will complement previous measures and will pave the way for effective 

cooperation among the members and Afghan government.  

Afghanistan has an important role in regional and global strategies and its domestic 

circumstances deeply affect security and stability of the region. From this perspective, 

every step taken towards peace and security in Afghanistan not only is considered as 

advancement for the government and people of Afghanistan, but is also a move towards 

regional and global stability and a remedy for the insecurity and instability in Afghanistan.

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

Given the agenda of the conference, I deem it necessary to firstly voice my respective 

country’s concerns regarding the deepening insecurity, spread of violence and increasing 

drug productions. 

Unfortunately, for more than a decade the presence of the NATO forces, led by the US, 

has had no tangible results but to further exacerbate the insecurity in Afghanistan and this 

matter is too evident that western propaganda such as the one began in October 2001 

under the Pentagon banner of Operation Enduring Freedom has hardened into enduring 

insecurity and resistance. The institutionalization of fundamentalism, maintaining 

Afghanistan as the world’s largest drug producer, regeneration of Taliban and it’s link 

to a number of other extremist groups, lack of economic and livelihood restoration of 

infrastructure and business environment etc in the Afghanistan are some of imbalanced 

and destructive programs of NATO and the US in that country, all of which represent 

serious security threats to the neighbors and the region.

Wide-spread threats emanating from Afghanistan such as the production and smuggling 

of drugs have pose a real threat to the health of the population and seriously aggravated 

the demographic situation in the region. Considerable part of Afghan illegal narcotics 

goes to countries in the region specifically the neighbors of Afghanistan. Countering drugs 

requires a full international effort. In its combat against drugs, the Islamic Republic of Iran 

has borne huge costs.  As you know, it is necessary to warn that drug lords in Afghanistan 

are an inseparable part of extremist groups and these groups are financed through the 

drugs; so fighting fundamentalism and terrorism without an all-encompassing fight 

against the drug lords will be doomed to fail. 

Fundamentalism and terrorism are a serious regional and global challenge and fighting 

it requires the involvement of all members of international community and adoption of 

a universal and approach. The Islamic Republic of Iran’s position regarding terrorism has 

always been clear and unequivocal. In our view, terrorism can pose a threat to all elements 

of the universe. We underline that in fighting terrorism, military solution is not enough 

but it is necessary to identify root causes and to eliminate them.

All of the above factors, besides economic instability and problems emanating from 

more than decades long war and presence of foreign forces, reveals the complexity of 

interacting with the security elements in Afghanistan. 

,ŽŶŽƌĂďůĞ�ĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞ͕

As you knows, NATO and US have decided to draw down major parts of their troops 

from Afghanistan by 2014 and the remaining troops, approximately 20000 to 30000, are 

likely to be left behind at military bases justifying with training and logistic support and 

to continue war against hardcore terrorists . While the Islamic Republic of Iran and most 

of the pacifist states are satisfied with Afghan people being involved in maintaining the 

country’s security and the pullout of foreign forces, but the withdrawal of foreign forces 

from Afghanistan in 2014 would raise two major issues that we need to think about: the 

US military bases and security deficit in Afghanistan. 

First; military bases, unfortunately, the Strategic Agreement signed between the US and 

Afghanistan proved that in order to achieve its extra-territorial purposes, the US intends 

to perpetuate its military presence in Afghanistan and the issue of eliminating terrorism 

has only been a pretext and a disguise for its long-term presence in Afghanistan and the 

region. One important question here is that «in more than a decade-old intense presence 

in Afghanistan, which primary goals, including uprooting terrorism, restricting production 

and trafficking narcotics and weakening Taliban, the US has been reached?» Despite 

military contributions by dozens of countries to the US, what positive security measures 

has been taken so that now this country seeks to have a permanent military presence 

in Afghanistan? Why, despite the military presence of NATO and the US, the extent of 

insecurity is spreading inside Afghanistan and along with its borders with the neighboring 

countries? 

In response to reason of long-term presence of US in Afghanistan, one should consider 

the new American security strategy. In the new definition of the security concept they 

considered Iran, China and etc as immediate and long term threat to American interests 

and security in the region. 

1. Establishment of US military bases in Afghanistan are not useful measures and they 

are in contrast to the regional security arrangements and eventually can overshadow 

and undermine previous achievements for the many reasons as follow.

2. Creation of foreign military bases contradicts Afghan government’s general policies 

as well as that of international community towards focusing on peaceful solutions.

3. Creation of foreign military bases will reinforce extremism in the region and will 

boost the possibility of its fresh recruitments.

So far, terrorism has constituted a common threat to the regional and extra regional 

states and in this regard, there has been a consensus among states to encounter it. By 
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underlining creation of foreign military bases; this consensus will be undermined and the 

threat of the presence of these bases will exist side by side the threat emanating from 

terrorism.

Second; security vacuum, the present security situation in Afghanistan can be described 

as a stalemate at both strategic and tactical levels. The NATO- US led force strategy to «clear-

hold-transfer-exit» is many years away from first announced objectives. The fledgling 

Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), which are expected over time to take over the 

responsibility for security from NATO, are not really mature: they lack of experience and 

inadequate trained etc, while the NATO and US forces control most of the large towns, 

the Taliban and its affiliated gropes control large part of somewhere of the country side. 

The lack of security in Afghanistan means that the countries in region will be directly 

affected by instability. Taliban and its affiliated like al-Qaeda must not be allowed over 

again to launch terrorist strikes from safe havens within Afghanistan. So the international 

community should empower ANSF with adequate equipment and trainings to deal with 

future challenges until 2014. Iran supports all efforts toward improving the security and 

economic situation in Afghanistan and believes a peaceful and stable Afghanistan is 

governed only by a broad-based government come out of the upcoming election. It is 

only through successful transformation of security responsibility from foreign troops to 

ANSF and sustainable reconstruction and concentrated socio-economic development that 

future stability can be assured.   

So we hope that the following matters will be included in the final communiqué of the 

conference:

ͻ� By supporting the process of transition of security to the ANSF, Teheran considers 

establishment of US military bases in Afghanistan as a very dangerous action against 

the security of Afghanistan and the region, and asks the state of Afghanistan to 

review the establishment of these bases, by taking the destructive consequences of 

this into consideration.

ͻ� We are of the view that because of serious security threats represented by US 

base towards the region and the neighbors of Afghanistan, member countries of 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization need to keep an eye on the establishment of 

foreign military bases and also to take necessary measures in this regard.

ͻ� With the withdrawal of NATO forces, Tehran is concerned about attempts aimed to 

weakening the central government in future. In addition to denying Taliban’s return 

to power, Islamic Republic of Iran hopes that a forum of regional players would be 

involved in shaping Afghanistan’s post – war strategic environment.

ͻ� Some may argue that the pullback of foreign forces from Afghanistan will result 

in weakening of current sovereignty in Afghanistan and will bring back the Taliban 

to the power. The reality however, is that the Taliban’s seizing of power was not 

possible without the hand of support extended by the US and its allies and again 

Taliban can only come in to reign and dominate Afghanistan if they have the support 

of the west.  

ͻ� We closely watch developments of Afghanistan and have repeatedly cautioned 

against wrong policies of the west over the scene of Afghanistan and we even 

reminded them of the risks and damages represented against their very own 

interests. Again I would like to remind you that it is better to rely on local security 

and pave the way for the complete transmission of security from foreign troops to 

ANSF. 

ͻ� The Islamic Republic of Iran is ready to continue negotiations and exchange views 

and consultations with the countries in the region at bilateral and multilateral levels 

in order to help Afghanistan tackle its concerns after withdrawal of foreign force, as 

well as to thwart security threats of the US against the region.

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

It is a great honor to announce that the Islamic Republic of Iran has within the 

framework of good neighborly relations principle and in compliance with commitments 

to Afghanistan, will continue to provide aid and assistance to the government and the 

people of Afghanistan as it has been consistently doing over the past ten years. 

The hope of Afghan people and the will and determination of international community 

for cooperation in maintaining security and reconstruction of Afghanistan, are precious 

assets that will bring about this country’s development, regional stability and international 

security. 

Again I would like to seize this opportunity to once again extend my appreciations to the 

organizers of this conference. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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^ƵŵŵĂƌǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ��ĞƉƵƚǇ�^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇ�'ĞŶĞƌĂů�
ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��^dK�'͘E͘EĞǀǇŐůĂƐ͗�ͨdŚĞ�/^�&�ǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁĂů�ĨƌŽŵ�

�ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ�ĂŶĚ��ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂ�Ͳ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�
ƚŚƌĞĂƚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ�Žƌ�ƐƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞŐŝŽŶ͍ͩ

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͊

>Ğƚ�ŵĞ�ƚŚĂŶŬ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞƌƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ĞǀĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�
traditional hospitality.

The issues to be discussed today are very important for understanding how the situation 

will develop in neighboring the CSTO responsibility zone Afghanistan and how it can affect 

security of the Member States of the Organization, as well as Central Asia in general.

According to our assessment, due to the ongoing process of transfer of full responsibility 

for security in Afghanistan to the Afghan security forces with the subsequent withdrawal 

of the main troops of the United States and supporting countries from Afghanistan, rather 

complex situation in the region will tend to escalate.

It should be noted that, despite the heavy losses incurred by the Taliban in the first 

years after enter of foreign troops into Afghanistan, in recent years they have managed to 

virtually rebuild their organizational structure, establish regular financing of their activity 

and, in fact, become the only real force capable of opposing the current government.

In our opinion, it explains the desire of both American and Afghan politicians to involve 

the so-called «moderate» Taliban into the process of national reconciliation. Many experts 

believe that without the involvement of the Taliban into government and their presence 

in the central and local government structures, the current leaders of Afghanistan will not 

succeed in keeping control over the situation.

It has reached the point where the refusal of armed resistance, recognition of the 

Constitution of Afghanistan, breaking ties with «Al-Qaeda» and other terrorist organizations 

that were formerly considered as immutable principles for reintegration of the militants into 

society, are now seen as a «desirable outcome of negotiations», which was confirmed at the 

meeting of the presidents of Afghanistan and the U.S. on January 11, 2013. 

As a confirmation of the desire of the Afghan authorities to appease the Taliban and other 

active armed groups in the country served the decision of President Karzai to prohibit the 

Afghan National Security Forces not only to use, but also to request air support from the 

US and NATO during military operations. With lack of readiness in the army, police and 

intelligence agencies of Afghanistan, execution of the tasks can cause serious additional 

threat to the security of the country.

We do not exclude the possibility that after the withdrawal of most of the foreign troops 

from Afghanistan, the Taliban will rather quickly, including the legal way, take place in the 

government, which can eventually lead to serious disagreements, and in the worst case, 

to a split in the Afghan society.

Although there are some Statements of the Taliban leaders that they do not claim a 

monopoly of power over entire Afghanistan and they don’t have means to do it, power 

of the Taliban should not be underestimated. It is likely that they will play a major role in 

determining the political structure of the IRA in the future.

Another feature of the current situation in Afghanistan, in contrast to the period of 

withdrawal of the Soviet troops from the country, is presence of the armed opposition 

groups, including people from the CIS countries. They are very well armed, trained, and 

highly motivated.

There is a possibility to involve the bordering countries of Central Asia to solving the 

problems of Afghanistan under the pretext of domestic policy support and protection of 

related ethnic groups. Given the fact that Afghanistan is a highly unpredictable country, 

making sufficiently accurate predictions of behavior of the state and non-state actors in 

the medium term is very difficult.

It appears the major security threats to the Central Asian region, emanating from 

Afghanistan in the next few years may be the following.

The real danger may come from a new surge and spread of religious extremism and 

terrorism. We cannot exclude the possibility that members of the intransigent armed 

opposition groups composed of natives of the CIS countries, including numerous 

representatives of the republics in the North Caucasus and the Povolzhye region, using 

active promotion of their ideas, including usage of modern information technology, 

will try to influence, perhaps dramatically, internal political development of the region, 

especially Tajikistan.

In this regard, our greatest concern is the area that is near the Tajik-Afghan border, 

Gorno-Badakhshan autonomous region in Tajikistan, in the first place. Events that have 

taken place there in recent years had clearly shown how complex and volatile is situation 

in the region. Given existing problems in the socio-economic field, ideas promoted by 

the supporters of militant Islam within the territory of Afghanistan can find quite large 

number of followers. Existence of a significant population of young people, unable to 

earn enough money for a decent living and to establish themselves in modern society, 

aggravates the situation.

Given the difficulties in security on the Afghan border due to its location in mostly 

mountainous areas, infiltration of some terrorist groups from the territory of Afghanistan 

cannot be eliminated.

We believe that in the foreseeable future, the flow of drugs from Afghanistan will not be 

decrease. It is significant that the international coalition forces operating in Afghanistan 

and the Afghan authorities themselves acknowledge their helplessness in the fight 

against drug production, explaining it by saying that Afghan farmers have no other source 

of income. In our opinion, this argument is unconvincing and even dangerous. We are 

aware of the need to provide comprehensive assistance to Afghanistan in order for the 

country to develop successfully. At the same time, we are convinced that international 

community should more actively encourage the Afghan government to intensify the fight 

against drugs on its territory.
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It is no secret that drug trafficking is directly related to the activities of transnational 

organized crime. At present, they have established a network of international financing, 

production, transportation and sale of drugs; its supply to Central Asia, Russia and Europe 

is carried out on several routes. Representatives of the criminal world are trying to get 

into the local government and law enforcement agencies in the countries of Central Asia 

in order to assist their dangerous business that presents a direct threat to global and 

regional security. Examples are known.

We believe that in case of escalation of the situation in Afghanistan, flow of refugees 

from that country may come to the border regions of Central Asia, as it happened before.

Despite the fact that all of the CSTO member states are really interested in Afghanistan 

at peace, becoming a stable, economically developed and prosperous state, free from 

terrorism and drugs, our organization, taking into account today’s reality, cannot afford 

to stay as an indifferent observer of the situation in the IRA and not to take actions to 

accomplish its primary function, namely, to provide security of the Member States, 

protect their sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Complexity of the situation in Afghanistan and its possible negative impact on the 

situation in Central Asia and all over the region of collective security has led to the Afghan 

problem being permanently the center of attention of heads of the CSTO member states.

No exception was the session of the Collective Security Treaty Organization held on 23 

September 2013, where possibility of joint actions of the CSTO Member States in the CSTO 

responsibility zone was discussed from the perspectives of development of the situation 

in Afghanistan.

First of all, it was a matter where the help on a collective basis was needed by the 

Republic of Tajikistan in strengthening the protection of the Tajik -Afghan border. In this 

regard, urgent military assistance is to be provided as the first step, and then development 

of interstate target program on border management of that section and its equipment 

with modern technical means will take place.

We will intensify our efforts in the fight against drug trafficking from Afghanistan. We 

look forward to joining the IRAas a full member to conduct the CSTO anti-drug operation 

«Channel». A number of actions have already been taken for this purpose.

We are also planning to strengthen foreign policy cooperation of the CSTO Member 

states on Afghan direction with other international and regional organizations in order 

to assist Afghanistan in becoming a stable, peaceful, prosperous, free from drugs and 

international terrorism, state, that will have friendly relations with all countries in the 

region.

In conclusion, I would like to welcome all of the participants once again and express 

confidence in success of its work.

Thank you for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�WƌŽĨĞƐƐŽƌ��ďĚƵů�'ŚĂĨŽŽƌ�>ĞǁĂů͕�ZĞŐŝŽŶĂů�
^ƚƵĚŝĞƐ��ĞŶƚĞƌ�ŽĨ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ

ͨ�ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ��ĨƚĞƌ�ϮϬϭϰ�ĨƌŽŵ��ĨŐŚĂŶ�ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞͩ
Why 2014 is considered very important?

This year probably three important developments will take place regarding Afghanistan. 

ͻ� Beginning or probably end of the international troop’s withdrawal including United 

States and NATO. 

ͻ� Holding of presidential  and provincial council elections, the first peaceful transfer 

of power from an elected government to another elected government in the history 

of Afghanistan

ͻ� Change of the shape of the remaining troops of the United States from legal point 

of view based on security agreement, which is expected to get sign between 

Afghanistan and the United States. 

What is important is that finding and search for peace and stability in Afghanistan, so 

that it can guarantee right development in all the processes underway in Afghanistan. 

However we can’t reach to such peace till the time we can understand the exact definition 

of current war. 

We are faced with an unknown, ambiguous crisis. 

What we call Afghanistan issue from the perspective of Afghans is not an issue only 

related to Afghans. This crisis has regional and international roots and sides. 

According to Afghans this war is not defined in a correct way. Some people call it 

international war against terrorism, while other considers it as Afghans internal war. Some 

think that this is a proxy war of regional and international elements, where Afghans are 

the victim in this war. 

And some people claim that this is a holy war against Afghanistan invasion. 

What is standing against understanding the reasons of peace is this mentioned ambiguity. 

We haven’t understood the real sides of the war so that we can understand the real 

angles of peace. 

United States and international community from one side, Taliban and their regional 

supporters (The Army and intelligence of Pakistan, extremist groups in the region) from 

the other side, government of Afghanistan from one angle while neighbor countries on 

the other hand . 

Afghanistan claim that suicide attacks and equipping of anti-government armed groups 

is clear cut interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan. 

International community up till now is not ready to accept this claim. Ambiguity regarding 

sanctuaries and safe havens of terrorists in the border areas with Afghanistan from the 
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international community are the factors which have brought the year 2014 under more 

ambiguous situation. So we are unaware, what will happen with the anti-government 

armed forces safe havens and their equipment. And how we can be assured of peace in 

the future?

Inside Afghanistan still power and money lies in the hands of those who are having 

political legitimacy from the war. Weak role of civil society and lack of political parties, 

based on a real concrete political, economic, physical and psychological security, legitimacy 

and election throughout the country are all under question. 

Regional countries are still not ready to take in consideration regional stability in their 

international relations. Some neighbor countries are even in favor of the continuation of 

crisis for their short term interests. 

Strategic depth policy of Pakistan is one of that. 

International community including United States and NATO are giving up trust and 

confidence of Afghan people through their consistent mistakes. You know that people of 

Afghanistan compared to the start of the presence of International troops in Afghanistan 

in the year 2001. They are more mistrustful and hopeless of the international community. 

WĞŽƉůĞ�ŽĨ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ�ŚĂǀĞ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ŚĂǀĞŶ͛ƚ�ďĞĞŶ�ĂŶƐǁĞƌĞĚ�ƵƉ�ƚŝůů�ŶŽǁ͕�>ŝŬĞ�͗

Why instead of the real centers of terrorism the international community brings  small 

villages of Afghanistan under attack?

Why Afghanistan national security forces are not equipped and supported to enough 

extent. 

Corruption problem which is often talked about, from where takes it roots in Afghanistan?

Why in the construction and reconstruction of Afghanistan infrastructure enough 

attention hasn’t been given? 

Why still bombardments are taking the lives of children and innocent people.  And 

similar other questions.

We are heading towards 2014 in such situation. 

Definitely we have significant developments and progress as well:

Youth which makes of substantial part of the population have reached to a good extent 

to political awareness and they are heading towards democratization in the presence of 

democratic organs and vibrant civil society in the country. 

Development in education instead of lot of problems and challenges is indeed a great 

achievement. 

We have witnessed good progress in health and media sector and same is the case with 

the freedom of women in the country. 

Afghanistan strategic location which could be a source of connecting point between 

South Asia, Central Asia and Central Asia is a herald for future economic prosperity. 

Rich mineral resources of Afghanistan could be a good source of investment. 

Neighbor countries economic needs which include Pakistan, India, Iran, China and all 

countries of Central Asia are encouraging steps for them to consider a stable and peaceful 

Afghanistan so that it could bring progress and prosperity in the whole region. 

In brief we can reach to a conclusion that regional stability could be insured when 

Afghanistan is stable and peaceful and till the time this country doesn’t reach to peace, 

the region can’t be peaceful. The latest incidents in Pakistan and regional countries have 

proven this. 

So we can welcome the year 2014 in a positive way when we inside Afghanistan the 

Afghans, regional level neighbors and our allies and international level major powers with 

the coordination and actual cooperation of this process could manage this process in a 

better way. 

Afghanistan existed before 2000 and will be present after 2014, nothing wrong will 

go if we and our neighbors and the international community through cooperation and 

assistance of one another work for stable Afghanistan, and when we bring positive 

changes in our policies and strategies towards this country. Which is the heart of Asia and 

a connecting point between South Asia, Central Asia and Middle East? 

Thank you for your attention.
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^ƵŵŵĂƌǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ��ŵďĂƐƐĂĚŽƌ��ǆƚƌĂŽƌĚŝŶĂƌǇ�ĂŶĚ�
WůĞŶŝƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂƌǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ZƵƐƐŝĂŶ�&ĞĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�<ǇƌŐǇǌ�

ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ��͘�͘<ƌƵƚŬŽ
�ĞĂƌ��ŽůůĞĂŐƵĞƐ͕

First of all, let me thank the Kyrgyz partners for organizing such an impressive event. I 

would also like to note the timeliness and relevance of the questions brought up at the 

conference. We inexorably get closer to 2014 - when Afghanistan will have another very 

tough pressure test: the presidential election and the withdrawal of the main body of 

troops with transfer offull responsibility for security in the country to Afghan security 

forces. And stability in our countries, the CSTO region, and also in a broader context, is 

inseparably linked to the stability in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (IRA).

Successful completion of the upcoming Afghan resistance test will depend on how well 

and efficient the process of establishing and strengthening the foundations of statehood - 

government institutions, national security forces, economic, social, and civil society have 

been ensured for the last 12 years in this country.

Recently, on October 6, the time for registration of candidates for president of the country 

came to an end, which resulted in 27 candidates, and that itself is a great achievement of 

democracy.

Preparation for the election is going while the planned drawdown of ISAF is taking place; 

it is currently estimated at about 70 thousand people. Over the past year, the number 

decreased by half (in the middle of 2012 - 150 thousand people). And at the time of the 

election there will be even less - about 50 thousand people (of which 34 thousand people 

- the Americans).

It should be noted that the withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan has increasing 

apparent negative effect on the military-political situation in the country, as evidenced by 

the continuing resonance terrorist attacks, as well as the steady growth of human losses 

among the Afghan national army and police.

Of particular concern is the fact that terrorists “put down roots” in the once- peaceful 

north of Afghanistan. Here is the main militant group Taliban, the Islamic Movement of 

Uzbekistan, strengthening its position the Islamic Party of Afghanistan G.Hekmatyara 

(IPA), the Islamic Jihad Union, «Hizb-ut-Tahrir», “Jamaat Ansarullah» etc. This gives reason 

to believe that under certain circumstances, one can expect a sharp escalation of tensions 

in the region with the corresponding reflection on the countries of Central Asia. Similar 

processes are taking place on the country’s west.

Thus, there is probability of a collapse of the situation in case of continuation of the 

withdrawal of foreign troops without regard to the specific situation and providing 

sufficient level of training to the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF). As practice has 

shown, without aviation and other support the Afghan forces are not able to withstand 

the current challenges or to solve tasks in the field of security effectively and without 

significant loss. It is significant that the Taliban and its allies, having held to the tactic of 

guerrilla warfare over the past decades, this year stopped to avoid direct clashes with 

government forces.

Alarming is the information on cases of civilian deaths in the IRA as a result of the 

military operations conducted international and Afghan military forces. According to the 

UN estimates, in the 1st half of 2013 the number of civilian casualties was 3852 people, 

which is 23 % higher than last year. In this case, pro-government forces are responsible 

for 9 % of those losses.

All of this must be taken into account by NATO during development of the parameters 

of the new mission, which should, in our opinion, be approved by the UN Security Council.

We are also convinced that expansion of the mandate of the new NATO mission is needed 

in the part regarding fight against drug production and trafficking in Afghanistan and 

cooperation with the regional and international specialized agencies on this matter. Drugs 

produced at large in the IRA, perhaps, pose even greater threat to stability than terrorism 

in the country, surrounding region and the world, considering the fact that in addition to 

its direct damage, they are financially «feeding» terrorist activities. Unfortunately, the 

extent of opium poppy cultivation in the IRA continues to grow. Today, therefore, it is 

extremely important to take counter-narcotics efforts, undertaken by the international 

community in Afghanistan, to a new level. Obviously, this should be a set of measures 

providing effective efforts to force the destruction of drug crops and specific steps to 

stimulate economic transition of farmers from drug gardening to the cultivation of legal 

crops. We draw attention to the huge unemployed potential for the ISAF/NATO and the 

CSTO cooperation. Tenacious unwillingness of the Alliance leadership to make contact 

and start interacting with the Collective Security Treaty Organization, which established 

the system work to combat the smuggling of drugs from Afghanistan, is the cause of our 

bewilderment and regret.

In this context, we, first of all, note the CSTO anti-drug operation «Channel»; competent 

authorities of the Member States of the Organization, as well as observers, representatives 

of law enforcement bodies of 19 countries, including NATO members, take part in it every 

year, which reflects its high international standing. As a positive in anti-drug field, the 

international operational and tactical training «Thunder 2013» held in Kyrgyzstan in 

September should be mentioned.

Development of the situation according to the negative scenario causes lessening desire 

of the Taliban to negotiate. After the closure of the Taliban office in Qatar process of 

national reconciliation had, in fact, stalled. Attempts undertaken by the Afghan government 

in order to start a dialogue in Afghanistan, Turkey or Saudi Arabia, remain unanswered.

We support the process of national reconciliation with the armed opposition, including 

dialogue with the High Peace Council, under the Afghan leadership and the unconditional 

compliance of the militants with the basic principles of reconciliation: arms put down, 

recognition of the Constitution of the IRA and the final break of ties with «Al-Qaeda» 

and other terrorist organizations. We also believe that our flexibility to mitigate the UN 

Security Council sanctions on the Taliban may only occur in case of certain concessions on 
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the part of the Taliban. Otherwise the «appetite» of Taliban will continue to grow.

We are pleased to fix common recognition in the world of the important role of the 

regional countries and regional organizations in promoting reconstruction of Afghanistan. 

We believe that regional efforts to stabilize the IRA should be channeled mainly through 

the SCO, where almost all countries of the region, including Afghanistan, are represented 

as members, observers and dialogue partners, and also the Collective Security Treaty 

Organization which has the power component in the form of Collective Rapid Reaction 

Forces. The CSTO is able to solve specific problems, in particular, regarding actions against 

terrorist and narcotic threats.

We presume that the added value of the «Istanbul process» is not yet visible. The majority 

of Western partners are being slow to invest in implementation of specific projects(and it 

clearly showed at a meeting of senior officials of the Istanbul process in New York in late 

September of this year), which, coupled with a lack of fresh ideas significantly inhibits this 

process, while the «factor - 2014» requires more dynamic action from us.

Due to the fact that our conference is held under the auspices of the Collective Security 

Treaty Organization, in conclusion, I would like to note that according to the results of 

the CSTO Collective Security Council session held on September 23 in Sochi, the Russian 

Federation adopted the chairmanship of the Organization from the Kyrgyz Republic; 

one of the main priorities of it is to counteract challenges and threats emanating from 

Afghanistan.

Thank you for your attention.

ZĞĐŽƌĚ�ŽĨ�Ă�ǀŝĚĞŽ�ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ǆĞĐƵƚŝǀĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ�hE�KĨĨŝĐĞ�ŽŶ��ƌƵŐƐ�ĂŶĚ��ƌŝŵĞ�Ͳ�z͘ &ĞĚŽƚŽǀ

�ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ĚŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞĚ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͕� 
ůĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŐĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͊

My sincere thanks to President Atambaev and Minister Abdyldaev for hosting this event. 

I am sorry I am not able to be with you today, but I welcome this very timely discussion 

and I commend the Kyrgyz Republic for further promoting the importance of a regional 

approach to address challenges related to Afghanistan. UNODC is strongly engaged in 

supporting Afghanistan and neighboring countries to counter the illicit drug problem 

which represents the  major threat to development and stability in the wider region. 

Afghanistan is by far the leading cultivator and producer of opium in the world. Poppy 

cultivation and illicit trafficking of opiates through West and Central Asia fuel crime and 

corruption and can be used to finance terrorist activities. They hinder social and economic 

development and threaten the health and wellbeing of people in the region. 

Supporting fragile state institutions to cope with the problem of drugs, corruption, and 

transnational organized crime therefore represents one of the major post 2014 challenges. 

Those challenges must be tackled on the basis of shared responsibility as embedded in 

the UN international drug control Conventions. 

UNODC through its Regional Program for Afghanistan and Neighboring Countries and its 

Country Programs helps to promote dialog and trust across borders. In close cooperation 

with the countries of the region we have helped to improve border and law-enforcement 

cooperation to interrupt drug trafficking routs. We have helped to promote mutual legal 

assistance as well as cooperation to stop money laundering and financing of terrorism. 

We have also initiated a new interregional approach connecting UNODC programs and 

initiatives for regions affected by illicit trafficking of drugs from Afghanistan, including 

West and Central Asia, South-East Europe, the Gulf and Africa. 

UNODC works closely with the Government of Afghanistan on an integrated 

comprehensive response to counter the drug problem on the national and local levels. 

This includes strengthening the rule of law and institutions, it also includes developing 

alternatives livelihoods to end dependence on illicit poppy cultivation for survival and 

helping the people who have been hurt by drug use and addiction.  If we want to promote 

sustainable development in this country and in the wider region we have to address the 

interconnected threats of drugs, crime and corruption. We must ensure that this work 

continues as a central part of the international community’s support to Afghanistan to 

address transition challenges toward and beyond 2014.

Thank you!
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^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�^ƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĐ�
�ŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ĂŶĚ�&ŽƌĞĐĂƐƚ�^ĂůŝĞǀ��͘>͘

ͨWƌŽƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�<ǇƌŐǇǌ�ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ�
ďĞĨŽƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ϮϬϭϰͩ

The vast majority of predictions on the situation in Central Asia after the withdrawal of 

the International Security Assistance Force from Afghanistan, have a very negative outlook. 

Given the fact that control over the country formally belongs to the local power structures, 

Washington intends to retain part of its military bases in Afghanistan and, in order to 

guarantee them certain security, the United States is insistently trying to find a compromise 

with the Taliban. Upon an initiative of the US, Pakistan released about 37 people, belonging 

to the Taliban leadership, from prison. In such a situation, the actual return of the Taliban to 

positions they held until October 2001 is seen as more likely to happen.

Such a perspective objectively creates conditions for the return of IMU and IJU militants 

to the region, while having retained close ties with like-minded people in Afghanistan. 

Given the fact that these terrorist organizations openly aim at seizure of power, certainly, 

many of us are concerned only about threats emanating from Afghanistan.

It is well known, that it is easier to fight against the obvious threats. In any case, it 

will be extremely difficult for the militants to compete with the state. But the Batken 

war experience, progress of «Operation Enduring Freedom» has demonstrated that 

militants have a number of advantages: practice of warfare, and most importantly - the 

psychological readiness to self-sacrifice.

It is known that the Taliban intends to pursue the full withdrawal of foreign troops 

from Afghanistan and, as they say, the conduct of free presidential election. According 

to Mullah Omar, IMU and IJU militants will stay on the territory of Afghanistan until their 

tasks are fully fulfilled. They will only be allowed to collect information in the Central 

Asian states. Taking into account the fact, that the Taliban is consistent in its statements 

and actions, we can assume that in 2014, there will be no significant growth in external 

threats in the region.

Given the alleged escalation of transnational threats in relation to the events in 2014, 

Kyrgyzstan is threatened to a greater extent by issues that are already undermining its 

foundations. We are talking about the so-called “Bolotnaya Square” syndrome, adapted 

to the conditions of Kyrgyzstan. Formal care for the environment and people’s interests 

allowed a group of people to openly exploit situation regarding Kumtor and once again 

revealed serious problems in the process of state building. It just so happened, that over 

the past 20 years not a single country in the region has developed a stable procedure of 

change of power. This particular fact brings implicit threat to stability of the states in the 

region. An open and official statement on organized resistance to the current government 

of Kyrgyzstan demonstrates only one thing –result, but not the order is important for the 

initiators of this movement. Given the fact that in Kyrgyzstan today there are no objective 

conditions for the forceful offset of the current government, some local politicians and 

business people believe that any goal can be achieved with assistance of money and 

external protection.

It seems to me that, at this point, the situation in Kyrgyzstan should be investigated 

by the CSTO analytical structures, and respective summary should be made to provide 

possibility to identify subversive activities of certain groups as a threat to the existence 

of the state. It seems that today, a serious testing of mechanism for destabilization by 

external forces, resting on a limited group of local activists who have sufficient financial 

resources to mobilize crowds, is taking place here in Kyrgyzstan. Maybe, it would make 

sense to expand the 4th article of the Collective Security Treaty for cases similar to the 

Jety – Oguz case, providing for the CSTO member state so-called intellectual support, 

especially since the 2nd article of the Treaty sets joint consultation mechanism in case of 

a threat to security, territorial integrity and sovereignty of one or more member states.

Situation in the country and the region is also affected by the problems associated with 

the processing of boundary line and water allocation. There are statements of top officials 

on the possibility of military conflict over territory and water. However, there are reasons 

to believe that problems associated with borders or water cannot be compared with the 

potential threat posed by the religious radicalism and extremism, based on a distorted 

understanding of the essence of Islam. The reason for current situation in the country and 

the region is lack of adequate national policy on religion. The situation was exacerbated by 

attempts of some politicians to use religion for their own purpose. And the most important 

thing - bureaucracy has no objective understanding of religion and its role in society. That 

is why prohibitions prevail among other measures of counteracting religious extremism, 

despite the fact that nothing certain was done by the states to counter extremist ideology 

using humanitarian means. I am sure no country has a program on counteracting religious 

radicalism, as well as practical work on ideological opposition to radical religious views. 

Clergymen themselves are often engaged in business. For instance, in Kyrgyzstan, access 

to Spiritual Administration and spiritual closeness to the Mufti provide an opportunity to 

«earn» on the hajj. I think neighboring states have similar situation.

What could be do neinth is situation? Article 52 of the UN Charter allows starting work 

on development of an effective system of regional security in Central Asia. It should be a 

mechanism with a package of measures for conservation and restoration of peace in event 

of war, conflicts, as well as a common list of collective sanctions of diplomatic, economic and 

other character against the originator of the conflict and the offender of border integrity of 

the region .

It seems to me, it is the time when security forces of the CSTO and SCO should not only 

exchange information within the framework of ATC and RATS, but start collaboration in specific 

areas.

Despite the availability of a number of international organizations (SCO, CICA, CSTO), I 

consider bringing in a separate line of development of a single system of Central Asian security 

as an appropriate measure. It also appears to be useful to set up Central Asian Rapid Reaction 

Corps - a kind of international division of «yellow helmets», which may include non-member 

states of the CSTO. After 2014, the unit may be useful for the states in the region.

Dear colleagues, the upcoming withdrawal of the International Security Assistance Force 

from Afghanistan will certainly affect the overall picture of the region. However, I believe 

that the socio-political stability in the states of Central Asia and their security depends 

on our intrastate and interstate problems. All countries in the region are characterized by 

manifestations of religious extremism, international terrorism, drug trafficking, organized 

crime and illegal migration. A common denominator of these threats is that they are linked 

to external forces interested in destabilizing the situation in the region.

I am deeply convinced that current threats can be countered by effective cooperation of 

all countries in the region, as well as international organizations - the UN, SCO and the CSTO.

Thank you for your attention!
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tĞůĐŽŵĞ�ƐƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŚĂŝƌŵĂŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��/^��ǆĞĐƵƚŝǀĞ�
�ŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞ�Ͳ�^͘>ĞďĞĚĞǀ

�ĞĂƌ�Dƌ͘ �ˁŚĂŝƌŵĂŶ͊ 
�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͊ 
>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŐĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͊

On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Commonwealth of Independent States I 

sincerely welcome you on the International conference «Afghanistan - 2014: Prospects 

for development of the situation in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, challenges and 

threats to security in Central Asia in the context of the withdrawal of the International 

Security Assistance Force».

The agenda of this conference is very meaningful and relevant to the CIS member states.

Many security issues on the Commonwealth territory are due to the proximity of a 

number of its member states to Afghanistan, which, despite the measures taken, is still a 

dangerous source of terrorist threats, and one of the biggest centers of drug production.

The upcoming withdrawal of the main troops of the International Security Assistance 

Force from Afghanistan could lead to a serious complication of the situation. There is a 

high probability of intensification of the internal conflict, aggressive efforts to eliminate 

the existing public authorities and repressive actions against individuals closely associated 

with the coalition forces.

Possible negative scenario would lead to an inflow of refugees to neighboring countries, 

increased illegal trade in arms and drugs trafficking, it would provoke emergence of inter-

ethnic and religious conflict in the region.

Counteraction against threats emanating from Afghanistan requires union and close 

coordination of the Commonwealth of Independent States, the Collective Security Treaty 

Organization, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, the Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe and other international organizations with the central role of the 

United Nations.

In this regard, we believe it is extremely important to identify measures to strengthen 

the borders of the Central Asian CIS countries with Afghanistan in order to improve the 

effectiveness of anti-terrorism, law enforcement and customs bodies.

I am convinced that in an open and constructive exchange of opinions at the Conference, 

agreed solutions will be adopted to intensify joint efforts aimed at stability and security in 

the Central Asian region.

I wish you productive work, prosperity and all the best.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�hE,�Z�ZĞŐŝŽŶĂů�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝǀĞͬZĞŐŝŽŶĂů�
�ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂ�^ĂďĞƌ��ǌĂŵ

ͨWŽůŝƚŝĐĂů�ĂŶĚ�^ĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ�dƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͗� 
,ƵŵĂŶŝƚĂƌŝĂŶ�ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐͩ

Dƌ͘ ��ŚĂŝƌŵĂŶ͕� 
�ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐŝĞƐ͕ 
�ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞĚ��ĞůĞŐĂƚĞƐ͕� 
ůĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

At the outset of my intervention, I would like to sincerely thank the Government of 

the Kyrgyz Republic for the organization of this very important event. I will not elaborate 

on Afghanistan’s historical links with Central Asia as they are known from the time of 

Alexander the Great. Babur, one of the greatest sons of Central Asia glorified the annals 

of south west Asia, in particular Afghanistan and India, through his vision and those of 

his descendants.   The great Silk Road linked East and West, long before the modern 

definition and reality of interdependence of countries, regions and continents, and 

demonstrated Central Asia’s geo-strategic importance. The region became the contending 

zone of influence of two major empires from the 18th Century onwards and our era 

witnessed other contenders vying for influence, a struggle which ultimately led to military 

intervention of the then Soviet Union in Afghanistan, the repercussions of which is being 

felt throughout this region to this day.

Central Asian States have today become key to peace and stability, not only within its 

own region but to the world as a whole.  They have a crucial role in the security transition 

process presently in motion in Afghanistan. The situation in Afghanistan has led millions 

of Afghans to flee the country, and with the recent UNAMA report showing a sharp rise 

in casualties among Afghan civilians in the first half of 2103, there is a strong indication 

that the situation may not improve beyond 2014 with the withdrawal of coalition troops. 

Currently, more than 600’000 Afghans are forcibly displaced within the boundaries 

of their country, while over two million still live as refugees in the neighboring Islamic 

Republics of Iran and Pakistan. The political and security transitions in Afghanistan might 

increase these figures further. At the same time the nearly 5 million refugees who have 

returned, living in precarious conditions may face a difficult choice, should the security 

situation deteriorate.  I urge governments and organizations present today to recognize 

the humanitarian challenges before us. Within the country, these challenges range from 

security to reductions in the job market and unemployment, lack of housing and shelter, 

medical facilities and drugs, access to food and education, transportation, etc. In countries 

neighboring Afghanistan, the major challenge is lack of funding necessary to deal with a 

protracted refugee situation that has lasted far too long. There is a growing feeling among 

host countries that donor fatigue and emergence of new crises such as Syria will impact 

the engagement of the International Community in the Afghan refugee situation.
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Indeed, the Confidence Building Measures (CBM) of the Istanbul Process touch 

upon the importance of creation or enhancement of conditions conducive to the 

voluntary and safe return of refugees, in a dignified and orderly manner. However, more 

substantive inputs are needed to adequately address the plight of refugees, returnees, 

undocumented and internally displaced persons. We also need a wider framework to 

tackle future humanitarian challenges. It would have been ideal to have an additional 

confidence building measure addressing humanitarian challenges in Afghanistan, today 

and tomorrow. UNHCR proposes that we all work towards such an objective in the months 

to come.

Dƌ͘ ��ŚĂŝƌŵĂŶ͕�ůĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

It is important to note that despite efforts undertaken by governments and various 

organizations to ensure a smooth security transition, the human security of an average 

Afghan outside major agglomerations is unlikely to change rapidly. Unless the political 

leadership of Afghanistan manages to create a general consensus on the choice of the 

society and common future of Afghanistan, the humanitarian challenges mentioned 

earlier will only grow stronger. 

Central Asia faces its proper challenges for they too have gone through trying moments 

in recent history. The case of the Tajik Civil War (1992-1997) when tens of thousands fled 

to Afghanistan or the 2010 Kyrgyz crisis during which hundreds of thousands were made 

internally displaced and dozens of thousands crossed the border of Uzbekistan to seek 

protection come to mind. However, the threat of instability in Afghanistan and its potential 

spill over is today a major concern in the region as it recalls the collapse of the Najibullah 

regime in Afghanistan and the subsequent take-over of power by Taliban which forced 

scores of Afghans to seek protection in Central Asia.  This can again happen, perhaps 

in a larger scale. The importance of being well prepared cannot be emphasised enough 

as a similar crisis or negative development with serious humanitarian consequences will 

directly impact the economies and social stability of all central Asian states. They can 

also pose national security challenges due to intense activity of trans-national criminal 

groups and proscribed organizations. UNHCR is mandated to ensure that international 

protection is provided to refugees and stateless persons, and to seek durable solutions for 

them. It will by all means assist Central Asian States to put the right emergency response 

mechanisms in place that would allow preservation of national security and respect for 

international standards, keeping asylum and humanitarian space open. 

Afghanistan is already facing extra-ordinary challenges in the humanitarian field. As 

underlined earlier, insecurity within the country has led to significant forced internal 

displacement. Moreover, the plight of millions of refugees who returned to Afghanistan 

remains fragile. Though, it is difficult to predict what could or could not happen as a result 

of political and security transitions in Afghanistan, allow me to highlight the following 

factors that can improve or aggravate humanitarian situation:

ͻ� First, our hope and expectation is that the transitions will be peaceful, leading to a 

more promising future for the people of Afghanistan.

ͻ� Second, the country could face a politically charged situation that would need careful 

handling of some key factors such as power sharing formula, equal development for 

all, balanced relationship with neighbours, etc.

ͻ� Third, taking into account the fact that Afghanistan faced insurgency in the last 

several years, the country could also face a situation that would result in increased 

insecurity, leading to renewed forced displacement of population within Afghanistan 

or to neighbouring countries.

A good degree of preparedness and contingency planning is necessary. To this end a high 

level meeting took place in June this year between UNHCR and its partners which led to a 

better understanding of the problems and proposed ways that state bodies, international 

organizations and NGOs should consider emergency preparedness. Subsequently, a number 

of countries in Central Asia embarked in joint contingency planning with UNHCR.  We 

consider this approach wise and encourage others to do the same. Moreover, as we meet 

in this important forum, a number of government officials and other partners of UNHCR 

from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are 

undergoing a training focused on the Afghanistan humanitarian situation. Other efforts in 

contingency planning and preparedness should be intensified to ensure that all Central 

Asian countries overcome eventual humanitarian challenges more efficiently.

Central Asia is indeed a key region for humanitarian support and supply in case the 

situation deteriorates seriously in Afghanistan. It has proven to be an excellent location 

for political dialogue among Afghan actors and other stake holders. Today’s conference is 

a vivid example.

Dƌ͘ ��ŚĂŝƌŵĂŶ͕�ůĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

Afghanistan’s long and porous border with Central Asia renders it vulnerable to irregular 

and uncontrolled influx. With the prevailing situation in Afghanistan, such influx could be 

of mixed migratory nature.  Though historically, Afghans have chosen Iran and Pakistan as 

destination when fleeing, a range of variables might change this pattern and Central Asia 

may also become a destination. 

Mixed migration consists of movements where refugees, asylum-seekers, migrants, 

victims of trafficking, unaccompanied and separated children, and other persons, travel 

internationally, frequently in an irregular manner.  Managing mixed migration is one 

of the challenging issues of the decades to come as deteriorating world circumstances 

forces more people to move in an irregular manner and with different purposes. UNHCR 

is aware of the Central Asian States growing concerns with respect to cross border 

criminality, particularly by proscribed organizations. H.E. the Foreign Minister of the 

Kyrgyz Republic in particular underlined the related challenges. We understand that no 

State can compromise on its national security or disregard safety of its citizens, economic 

progress or its social cohesion. It is, however, possible to establish response mechanisms 

that address the legitimate concerns of States while respecting international norms and 

standards. This is needed to ensure that those who are in dire need of protection and 

humanitarian assistance can do so. Only our collective and coordinated acts can help. 
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We are pleased that Central Asian countries and their neighbors, particularly Afghanistan 

have already a consultative vehicle through the Almaty Process to work together and face 

relevant challenges of mixed migratory flows. They joined hands with their neighbors and 

Turkey to operationalize the Almaty Process in June this year, based on a well-defined 

operating modalities, providing States, through non-binding and consultative approach,  

the  basis required to handle national security, asylum and migration related matters in 

accordance with international standards. Central Asian States had earlier agreed on a 

Regional Cooperation Framework and Regional Action plan within the framework of the 

Almaty Process. We encourage Kazakhstan as the Chair of the Almaty Process to widen 

the scope of such important tools to other participating countries and thus render them 

wider regional instruments. The Almaty Process is an important tool that can become 

quickly irrelevant, if not effectively used.

In conclusion, I would like to summarize that the four essentials to be considered 

from a humanitarian perspective while considering political and security transitions in 

Afghanistan are as follows:

ͻ� Elaboration and inclusion of a new Confidence Building Measure into the Istanbul 

Process dealing purely with humanitarian issues and scenarios.

ͻ� Necessity of proper emergency preparedness and contingency planning.

ͻ� Considering Central Asia as a backbone of humanitarian support to Afghanistan.

ͻ� Immediate use of the Almaty Process to ensure that Central Asian states are ready 

to face challenges of mixed migratory flows.

 I am confident that the countries in the region will keep on working more closely 

with UNHCR in order to ensure that humanitarian matters are given due consideration in 

every initiative that aims to bring peace, stability and prosperity in Afghanistan.  

Thank you very much for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�KĨĨŝĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�K^���^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇ�
'ĞŶĞƌĂů�D͘WĞƐŚŬŽ

ͨK^��͛Ɛ��ŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů��ĨĨŽƌƚƐ�^ƵƉƉŽƌƚŝŶŐ� 
ƚŚĞ�dƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͗��ĂŶ�ǁĞ�ĚŽ�ŵŽƌĞ͍ͩ

�ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐŝĞƐ͕� 
>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕��

I would like to thank the Administration of the President and Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

of the Kyrgyz Republic as well as the CSTO Secretariat for the opportunity to contribute 

to today’s very interesting and very important conference. I specifically welcome the 

initiative to discuss our Afghanistan-related agenda from a regional perspective as it 

indicates a growing understanding of the need to re-energize our common efforts and 

develop regional strategies to address the challenges arising from Afghanistan’s political, 

security, economic and societal transition as it takes on full responsibility for its own 

security by the end of 2014 and beyond. 

With the withdrawal and handover of responsibilities from ISAF forces and elections on the 

horizon, Afghanistan’s transition decade is coming to a close – and its transformation period 

is beginning. The on-going fundamental shift in the nature of international cooperation 

with respect to Afghanistan and Central Asian region should be thoroughly considered in 

our strategic approach and respective policies. The international stakeholders, including 

the OSCE, of which Afghanistan is a partner State, should consider re-calibrating their 

approach, seek ways to better project their long-term strategic interests and to enhance 

coordination in their engagement with the region. Events like this play an important role 

in facilitating dialogue on how to best address emerging challenges in a regional as well as 

broader context and I am pleased to share few views in this regard from the perspective 

of the OSCE Secretariat. 

 We all know that the transition to Afghan ownership is taking place in a volatile 

security and political environment. At stake are immediate concerns about security and 

systemic instability, as well as the serious risk that trafficking in drugs and weapons, 

terrorism, organized crime and extremism will spill over into neighboring countries 

and undermine their stability. At this critical stage, a key challenge for the international 

community, including the OSCE, is to mobilize a coordinated and effective response to 

these dynamic security and political developments. The international community should 

explore ways to ensure long-term engagement with a strategic focus on strengthening 

security and governance at both the national and regional levels and further assisting 

the Afghan Government to enhance its capacities to address these challenges directly. 

In moving forward, it is obvious that the countries in the region must be fully engaged 

in this response. Indeed, they are key stakeholders with ownership in the process of 

strengthening security, stability and economic growth. 

In the OSCE we have noted a growing understanding among participating States of a need 

to accelerate support for inclusive, regionally owned initiatives, among which the Heart 
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of Asia process has a leading role. At the recent Heart of Asia Senior Officials Meeting in 

EĞǁ�zŽƌŬ͕�ƚŚĞ�K^���^ĞĐƌĞƚĂƌǇ�'ĞŶĞƌĂů�>ĂŵďĞƌƚŽ��ĂŶŶŝĞƌ�ĐŽŶĨŝƌŵĞĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�K^��͕�ǁŚŝĐŚ�
had expressed its willingness to support three out of seven identified Confidence Building 

Measures – namely counter-terrorism, counter-narcotics and education – remains 

committed to this process and is prepared to contribute to advancing the implementation 

of the respective CBMs. Indeed, the OSCE stands ready to play a more active role in the 

Heart of Asia process.

The mandate for OSCE’s engagement with Afghanistan, as articulated in the relevant 

OSCE Ministerial Council decisions and underscored in the 2010 Astana Commemorative 

Declaration, is based upon the shared view that the security of the OSCE area is inextricably 

linked to that of adjacent regions. In that context OSCE participating States committed 

themselves to contribute to collective international efforts aimed at promoting a stable, 

independent and democratic Afghanistan. All these commitments emphasize the OSCE’s 

complementary role to the international community’s efforts to enhance stability in 

Afghanistan and the wider region. They provide a mandate for operationalizing OSCE 

support to Afghanistan in the fields such as border management between the Central 

Asian States and Afghanistan, combatting terrorism, fighting trafficking in arms, illicit drugs 

and human beings, as well as promoting activities in the economic and environmental 

dimension, with particular emphasis on good governance and trade, and also to fostering 

human rights, tolerance, non-discrimination, freedom of media and gender equality. 

For some years now the OSCE has been implementing several projects with respect 

to Afghanistan. Some of them have become flag-ship activities for our Organization in 

the region, including the Border Management Staff College in Dushanbe, the Patrol 

WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵŝŶŐ� ĂŶĚ� >ĞĂĚĞƌƐŚŝƉ� WƌŽũĞĐƚ͕� ƚŚĞ� �ƵƐƚŽŵƐ� dƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ� WƌŽũĞĐƚ� ĂŶĚ� ƚŚĞ�tŽŵĞŶ Ɛ͛�
Entrepreneurship Project, just to name a few. OSCE field presences in Central Asia also 

support several important initiatives, including mine clearance along the Tajik-Afghan 

border, regional cooperation on explosive hazards, programs addressing radicalization, 

dialogue on trans-border water management, as well as free economic zones and cross-

border trade resource centers. I am pleased to share with you that at present the OSCE 

Academy here in Bishkek, which educates Master students from across Central Asia and 

Afghanistan, is developing an Afghanistan research center to help the OSCE community 

deal with emerging issues of regional security. There are also plans to establish a regional 

center for excellence in policing. The OSCE Secretary General has initiated a discussion 

with the Shanghai Cooperation Organization on possible cooperation on this initiative. 

Overall, the lessons learned from the implementation of our Afghanistan-related projects 

are very positive. I would encourage all stake holders, specifically Central Asian countries 

and Afghanistan, to make full use of the OSCE’s regional initiatives and seek ways how to 

benefit even more from OSCE’s available instruments, including our field presences in all 

five Central Asian countries, broad acquis as well as experience in promoting confidence 

building measures in the three dimensions of security. Because OSCE activities focus on 

capacity-building, they not only promote security in Afghanistan, but also contribute to 

strengthening cooperation and stability throughout the Central Asian region. 

In addition to project-related activities, the OSCE has demonstrated its added value as 

an inclusive platform for dialogue, cooperation, coordination and information sharing 

among key actors in Afghanistan and Central Asia. Earlier this year, the OSCE Secretary 

General dedicated a Security Day conference in Vienna to the international community’s 

engagement with Afghanistan and the Central Asian States. High-level representatives 

from the Central Asian States and Afghanistan as well as from UN, NATO, EU, CSTO and 

SCO participated in this event, which underscored that regional ownership must be a key 

component of international community initiatives aimed at promoting cooperation in the 

region. In this regard, the OSCE’s comparative advantages as a platform for dialogue and 

cooperation - at both bilateral and regional levels - and as a provider of targeted capacity-

building projects could be explored further. 

In 2014, two of the most critical events in Afghanistan will be the elections for President 

and for the Provincial Councils. OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights 

(ODIHR) has recently received a formal invitation from the Afghan Independent Election 

Commission to support the presidential elections scheduled on 5 April 2014. I believe that 

OSCE participating States will endorse a decision on the deployment of ODIHR’s election 

support team to the country and provide necessary resources allowing its implementation 

as they have done on four previous occasions in the recent past. 

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĂŶ͕�

Today the key question that should be in the center of our attention is whether we 

can do more to support Afghanistan, including through better use of OSCE’s comparative 

advantages, accumulated experience and extensive potential. Although the transformation 

brings numerous challenges, it also offers numerous opportunities for the international 

community and specifically for the OSCE to use its framework and toolbox to pursue our 

shared objectives more vigorously. 

For instance, the OSCE can play more visible role in facilitating regional cooperation 

involving Afghanistan and the Central Asian participating States. The Heart of Asia is 

now confronted with the challenge of moving forward with the implementation of the 

confidence building measures. The process will be tested by the level of engagement 

of regional actors and international organizations in the implementation of the CBM 

action plans. In this context, regional cooperation is gaining prominence. The OSCE could 

play more proactive role in initiating and supporting regional dialogue on the practical 

implementation of the CBMs. 

It is worth noting that, like the Heart of Asia initiative, the CSCE Helsinki process was 

designed to build confidence among countries with diverse interests but a common will 

to avoid further military confrontation and conflict. Though the geo-political and historical 

context of each region is unique, the OSCE experience and lessons learned in formulating 

and implementing CBMs could be relevant as the Heart of Asia process moves into its next 

phase. Our set of interlocking and mutually reinforcing arms control obligations, including 

disarmament and confidence- and security-building measures, as well as our expertise in 

dealing with small arms and light weapons, conventional ammunition, non-proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction, the development of a code of conduct for armed forces 

and regional CSBMs could serve as an inspiration for greater regional cooperation and 

security. 

Another important area where the OSCE could be called to support building capacity on 

ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂů�ŝƐƐƵĞƐ�ŝƐ�ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŝĞůĚ�ŽĨ�^�>t�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŶǀĞŶƚŝŽŶĂů�ĂƌŵƐ�ƚƌĂŶƐĨĞƌƐ͕�ƐƵĐŚ�
as export or brokering controls, tracing, training on stockpile management and security 
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either through direct national activities or in the context of larger events organized in the 

Central Asian region. The OSCE could help organize national meetings and trainings for 

Afghan experts on these issues as well as on larger matters of control of conventional arms 

transfers. In the field of physical security and stockpile management, better coordination 

ǁŝƚŚ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ĂĐƚŽƌƐ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�E�dK�ĂŶĚ��^dK͕�ĐŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ĞŶǀŝƐĂŐĞĚ͘�>ĂƐƚ�ďƵƚ�ŶŽƚ�ůĞĂƐƚ͕�ǁŝƚŚ�
regard to the non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, best practices from 

the Central Asian region on developing National Action Plans on UNSC Resolution 1540 

could be shared, and perhaps even jointly developed. The OSCE could provide technical 

expertise and assistance as well as invite Afghan participants to national and regional 

workshops and seminars in Central Asia on the implementation of UNSCR 1540. The OSCE 

could also support Afghanistan in developing a National Action Plan on UNSCR 1540. In the 

medium term, a meaningful set of CSBMs could be envisaged. These could start with joint 

training courses, military contacts, cross-border communication networks or voluntary 

notifications of military operations. In the short term, the OSCE should consider inviting 

Afghan officials more systematically to relevant workshops and seminars in the region.

The OSCE is also well positioned to intensify its support in other critical areas such as 

water and resource management, energy and transport security, promotion of tolerance 

and non-discrimination, good governance and rule of law, trade and investments, 

education, electoral reforms, gender equality and many other areas in all three security 

dimensions. Obviously, we should always keep in mind that the role of the international 

community, including the OSCE, is to provide support for, not to impose, the Afghan 

transition process. Greater ownership by Afghanistan and Central Asian States is the 

key component of effective regional cooperation. OSCE stands ready to play its part and 

contribute to the UN-led efforts of the international community. 

In few weeks from now the OSCE ministers of foreign affairs will meet in Kiev to take 

stock on progress achieved under the current Ukrainian OSCE Chairmanship and seek 

agreement on the agenda for the time to come. I am looking forward to the Kiev Ministerial 

Council with the hope that participating States will demonstrate readiness to provide 

strong political impetus to the OSCE’s engagement with Afghanistan and pledge support 

to greater cross-border and inter-institutional cooperation in addressing challenges and 

opportunities brought about by the Afghanistan transition towards 2014, which is crucial 

for enhanced security and sustained socio-economic development in the country and its 

neighborhood, including Central Asia.  

Thank you for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŚŝĞĨ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ��ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂŶ�
^ƚƵĚŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ZƵƐƐŝĂŶ�/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�^ƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĐ�^ƚƵĚŝĞƐ�

�ůĞǆĂŶĚƌŽǀ��͘�͘
ͨdŚĞ�ƌŽůĞ�ŽĨ�ĞǆƚĞƌŶĂů�ŐĞŽƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů�ƉůĂǇĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ŝŶƐƚƌƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�

influence on security issues in Central Asia»
One of the most important factors affecting the situation around security in Central Asia 

and Afghanistan is the impact of extra-regional powers, especially the United States and 

China.

China’s interest in Central Asia is concerned primarily with the development strategy 

of the more backward western China, strengthening trade and economic relations and a 

desire to establish a kind of security zone in areas bordering with China. Importance of 

the region for China is also associated with presence of huge hydrocarbon deposits that 

can significantly reduce its dependence on import via vulnerable maritime routes and 

important sources of raw mineral materials needed for the rapidly developing Chinese 

industry. However, in spite of the economic expansion to the region, China is not interested 

in any drastic political changes in the Central Asian states and is focused on maintaining 

social stability in the region. This position also refers to the problem of Afghanistan.

The US strategy in the region, until recently, was aimed at enhancing its political influence, 

reorientation of Central Asia on South Asia, formation of its own military infrastructure 

near the inland borders of other major geopolitical players. It should be emphasized that 

the US policy in the region since 2001 was largely determined by the Afghan issues.

To achieve its goals in Central Asia, Washington over the past years has demonstrated 

the ability to use a wide range of foreign policy tools, including traditional diplomacy, 

pressure through sanctions, targeted allocation of financial and technical assistance, as 

well as the widespread use of «soft power» technique.

It is obvious that the US is looking for a new model of presence in Central Asia after 

2014.It is already possible to trace some directions of evolution of Washington’s strategy 

in the region, which are likely to remain relevant for the entire second term of the B. 

Obama administration.

Stability of the existing political power in Kabul depends on the amount of financial, 

military and technical assistance after the withdrawal of the ISAF in 2014, as well as on 

how many troops and units of private military companies Washington decides to keep in 

the country.

It should be noted that in American expert circles, various scenarios of future 

arrangement of the IRA are considered, depending on whether the Washington-loyal 

government in Kabul manages to keep the power from the armed opposition. Along with 

the concept of «unified Afghanistan» acclaimed by the country’s population, there are 

projects of creating several semi-autonomous territorial entities according to ethnic or 

other principle (federalization), transition to parliamentary form of government, and even 
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division of the country on Pashtun south and north.

Current situation in Afghanistan, removal of foreign policy priorities to the Asia-Pacific 

region and budget problems are pushing the United States to change its policy in the 

entire region of Central Asia.

The State Department and the Agency for International Development (USAID) keeps 

reducing funding of Central Asian projects from 2011. Programs of mainly political, socio-

economic and humanitarian character came under sequestration.

In security matters, Washington, on the contrary, increases financing of all kinds 

of training, supply of equipment, exchange of information and cooperation with law 

enforcement bodies of the region, military and technical contacts. It is the Department of 

Defense where main resources are drawn to and, presumably, key decisions for the region 

as well.

Probability of proliferation of network of smaller US military facilities is high: training 

camps for special units, multi-modal transit points for diversification of transit routes for 

the NATO cargo, warehouses for storage of equipment and weapons near Afghanistan 

borders, that can be reactivated and airlifted to the conflict zone in case of escalating 

situation there (practice of creating such warehouses by the US command was used in 

Kuwait during the withdrawal of troops from Iraq in 2011). Central Asia is often seen as an 

important area of logistics.

Regarding economic policy in Central Asia, it is most likely that it will be aimed at 

addressing the major challenges as before - getting access to the Caspian hydrocarbons, 

weakening strategic rivals in the face of Moscow and Beijing, economic stabilization of 

Afghanistan and reducing its dependence on external subsidies.

Current commercial interests of the US companies are focused on the oil resources of 

Central Asia.

Economic program of the New Silk Road announced by the State Department in the 

summer of 2011 is designed for the long term; itsupposes creation of infrastructure 

between Central and South Asia and Afghanistan, as well as liberalization of trade between 

them. Although the US succeeded in a number of local projects within the framework 

of the New Silk Road, the prospects for large-scale inter-regional communications, such 

ĂƐ� d�W/� ŐĂƐ� ƉŝƉĞůŝŶĞ� ĂŶĚ� ƚŚĞ���^�ͲϭϬϬϬ�Wd>͕� ĂƌĞ� Ɛƚŝůů� ƵŶĐůĞĂƌ͘ � dŚĞŝƌ� ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ� ŝƐ�
obstructed by unsafe route through Afghanistan, high cost, uncertainty around the 

resource base, tensions among potential buyers and transporters of raw materials and 

alternative proposals.

Over the past period, the United States contributed to some aspects of the security 

of the region. With help of the United States, armed groups in Afghanistan and Pakistan 

engaged in fight against secular states in the region were eliminated. However, several 

aspects of the US policy in Central Asia are of mixed character. As the US attitude towards 

extremist forces both in Afghanistan and on global scale (e.g. during the events of the so-

called Arab Spring) has repeatedly changed, media reports about negotiations of the US 

representatives with extremist forces in Afghanistan brings certain concerns.

Over more than two decades, the United States managed to create a network of 

hundreds of international and local NGOs, media and youth organizations receiving annual 

funds from the United States and defending interests of Washington. These instruments 

of «soft power» have uneven impact on countries in the region due to the specific nature 

of political systems in the Central Asian states.

On one hand, the US Foreign Policy Department is taking actions to optimize narrowing 

budgets, for example, through using Internet technology in diplomacy- much less 

expensive, but promising tool for the mobilization of protest and opposition. On the other 

hand, comparable contribution to NGOs, media and other public institutions in Central 

Asia is made by private US foundations and European Union agencies, and so their grants 

mitigate the effect of reduced capacity of US government agencies.

In some republics of Central Asia, under conditions of generational change of leaders 

it is likely that the USA can use the accumulated tools for its own purposes, as proven by 

reformatting of opposition forces in some of the Central Asian republics.

The US policy of indulging Afghan drug producers has a negative effect on the security 

in the region.

Thank you for your attention.
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^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ��ŵďĂƐƐĂĚŽƌ�Ăƚ�>ĂƌŐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ�ŽĨ�
<ĂǌĂŬŚƐƚĂŶ�d͘ hƌĂǌĂĞǀ

ͨ^ǇŶƚŚĞƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƌĞŐŝŽŶĂů�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ�ĂƐ�ďĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞŐŝŽŶ�
ǁŝƚŚ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��ĨŐŚĂŶ�ƉƌŽďůĞŵͩ

�ĞĂƌ��ƌůĂŶ��ĞŬĞƐŚŽǀŝĐŚ͕ 
�ĞĂƌ�EŝĐŚŽůĂǇ�EŝŬŽůĂĞǀŝĐŚ͕ 
�ĞĂƌ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ͕

First of all, let me express my sincere gratitude to the Government of Kyrgyzstan for its 

hospitality and excellent organization of the conference. I also express my gratitude to the 

CSTO Secretariat for assistance in managing this important event.

I believe that this conference will contribute to the development of a common regional 

approach in addressing key problems and new challenges, including the prospects for 

development of the situation in Central Asia in context of the ISAF withdrawal in 2014.

We are grateful to international organizations for their support in our common cause. 

With joint efforts, we will contribute to establishment of secure and stable Afghanistan.

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

Kazakhstan, as a friendly neighbor and reliable regional partner, contributes to the 

international efforts aimed at stabilizing Afghanistan.

Every year, we provide significant economic and humanitarian assistance in form of 

food and fuel supplies. Since 2010, Kazakhstan is implementing an educational program 

of training of Afghan youth at our schools, where they receive a higher education and 

technical and medical education.

On 16-17 September of this year in Kabul, we held the 6th session of the Kazakh -Afghan 

intergovernmental commission where we made an agreement with Afghan partners to 

deepen bilateral cooperation, especially in the field of trade and economic relations.

We believe that we should promote involvement of Afghanistan in economic life 

of Central Asia. One of the promising areas is joint projects in energy and transport 

infrastructure of the region. We consider the possibility of participation of Kazakhstan in 

development of the railway network in Afghanistan.

Our common goal is to connect Central and South Asia with stable trade and transport 

routes. To achieve that, Kazakhstan has already completed the construction of the railway 

line to Turkmenistan. We hope that the Turkmen and Afghan partners will also quickly 

complete their sections of the road.

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͕

Kazakhstan fully supports intention of the international community to find the formula 

for joint efforts in this direction.

In this context, our country has already launched a number of initiatives that are currently 

in development. In particular, we are working on establishment of the UN regional center 

for humanitarian and economic assistance to Afghanistan in our southern capital Almaty. 

Kazakhstan is also working on establishment of transit warehouses to store humanitarian 

aid for the IRA. Administration of Almaty has already provided the necessary land and 

buildings. In this regard, the Kazakh part hopes to receive support from the UN agencies 

in promoting these initiatives.

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

Our country is actively involved in promoting regional cooperation in various fields. 

Kazakhstan takes part in development of the Istanbul process in a constructive and 

balanced way.

I take this opportunity to thank all countries-participants of the Istanbul Process for the 

productive work done at the Almaty conference in April of this year. Almaty Declaration 

and 6 plans of confidence building measures implementation became important in 

context of regional cooperation.

At the same time, we consider the Istanbul process as a platform for dialogue, having 

constructive interaction with the existing mechanisms of regional organizations such as 

the CICA, CSTO, SCO, CARICC and others. In our opinion, we should effectively use the 

Istanbul process platform for finding and fixing common political and economic interests 

in the region, despite the differences in the strategic, political and economic models of 

development.

Istanbul process could potentially serve as a platform for convergence and synthesis of 

common regional interests. In Almaty, we all have reaffirmed the need to find a shared 

vision of regional cooperation in interests of all states-participants of the Istanbul process 

for benefit of the people in the region.

�ĞĂƌ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͕

2014 is important not only for Afghanistan, but for the entire region. With joint efforts, 

we must help the Afghan people to go through this critical period.

Preparation and holding of the presidential election in April of next year is very important. 

We hope that with the support of international community, the Afghan Government will 

provide the necessary conditions for the holding of democratic election of the President 

of the IRA and the Afghan people will make a good choice.

We want to emphasize that success of intra-Afghan dialogue on national reconciliation 

has the paramount importance. We need to encourage this process that has to cover all 

segments of the Afghan society. Only peace within the country can really provide solutions 

to common problems.

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕

We hope that the Afghan National Security Forces with the support of international 

community will be able to control the situation that is not going to be as catastrophic as 

some experts predict. Some cases of escalation of the situation in the border areas are 

possible. Kazakhstan, together with its regional partners, is willing to take practical actions 

for the rapid and timely response to such cases.

The government of Kazakhstan has expressed its consent to provide financial support to 

the Afghan National Security Forces in 2015 and wish on effective use of these funds on 
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enhancement of law enforcement and stability in the country.

In this context, we believe that one of the main tasks of the ANSF should be the fight 

against drug trafficking with the support of all stakeholders, such as the CSTO, NATO, SCO, 

CARICC and national anti-drug agencies. Only joint efforts of the States and mentioned 

organizations can have a real impact on the effectiveness of this fight.

>ĂĚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�'ĞŶƚůĞŵĞŶ͕�

Reconstruction of Afghanistan is our common goal and it coincides with the desire of the 

people of Afghanistan. Much work has been done in this direction, as evidenced by the 

results of the last international forums.

At the same time, we have to recognize that mobilization of joint efforts on the Afghan 

problem does not always bring the desired results because of the presence of internal 

contradictions in the region, sometimes exacerbated by extra-regional powers or different 

geopolitical approaches to the future of our region. We need to move away from the 

stereotypes and prejudices and start a live dialogue about the needs of the region and solve 

existing problems and challenges based on the platform of common regional interests.

Kazakhstan is, and has been, a strong supporter of active approach of the international 

community in establishing regional stability, and is willing to share its experience for 

achievement of the goals.

Thank you for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�ĂŶĂůǇƐƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�WƵďůŝĐ�WŽůŝĐǇ�
^Ś͘�ĂŬƚǇŐƵůŽǀ

�ͨ�ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂ�ĂŶĚ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͗�ƐŽŵĞ�ĂƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶͩ
In this report, some aspects of cooperation between the countries of Central Asia and 

Afghanistan will be discussed.

Because of the disputes between British and Russian empires, actions of the former 

Soviet Union and ISAF, Afghanistan remains a country of yet untouched wealth. The 

US Defense Department’s estimate of mineral reserves in Afghanistan is 1 trillion USD, 

while other estimates start at 3 trillion USD (http://www.acus.org/natosource/shanghai-

cooperation-organization-seeks-role-afghanistan-after-nato-forces-leave-2014).

There are huge deposits of metals such as beryllium, lithium, niobium and tantalum 

that are necessary for development of the high technology used in aircraft building and 

nuclear power field.

In addition to the mineral resources, Afghanistan has significant water resources. Iran 

and Pakistan depend on four of the five rivers flowing from Afghanistan to irrigate their 

ůĂŶĚƐ͘�>Ğƚ�ŵĞ�ƌĞŵŝŶĚ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝƚĞĚ�EĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǆƚ�ϯϬ�ǇĞĂƌƐ͕�ǁĂƚĞƌ�
availability per capita will be reduced by 50 %.

Possibilities of use of mineral and water resources are blocked with low level of 

infrastructure, unskilled labor and rudimentary banking system.

Reliable statistics of foreign direct investment in Afghanistan is not yet available. There 

are contradictions in the data collection methodology.

We refer to the data of the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). 

The UNCTAD World Investment Report 2012 indicates that in 2011 83 million USD was 

invested in Afghanistan, and total investments are estimated at 1.48 billion USD or 8.1 of 

the country’s GDP. Most of the investments are in construction and service sectors.

&Žƌ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌŝƐŽŶ͕�ŝŶ�ϮϬϭϮ�ƚŚĞ��ĨŐŚĂŶ�DŝŶŝƐƚĞƌ�ŽĨ��ŽƵŶƚĞƌ�EĂƌĐŽƚŝĐƐ��ĂƌĂƌ��ŚŵĂĚ�hƐŵĂŶŝ�
Mokbel, estimated the Afghan drugs trade at 60 billion USD, of those 1 billion USD counts 

for turnover of Afghan drug dealers.

Afghanistan is turning into a major regional market. Primarily, it is due to the low level 

of domestic production, a great need for food, growing population and the presence of a 

large foreign military contingent and numerous international organizations.

Petroleum products, electricity, flour, wheat, light industry products, etc. are shipped to 

Afghanistan from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

Transport corridors require special attention. There is an intense competition between 

the southern (Pakistan) and western (Iran) corridors on one side, and the northern 

(Central Asia) corridor on the other side. Moreover, this struggle takes place with the use 

of political and other non-economic instruments.
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For example, the flow of goods through Pakistan and Iran to Afghanistan has increased 

greatly while the volume of cargo traffic through Hayraton (Uzbekistan), Turgundi 

(Turkmenistan), Sherhan-Bandar (Tajikistan) grew much more slowly. And even this 

increase is primarily due to the Northern Distribution Network.

Attracting private investŵĞŶƚ�ŝƐ�ǀĞƌǇ�ƉƌŽďůĞŵĂƚŝĐ͘�>ĞŐĂů�ĂŶĚ�ůĂǁ�ĞŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ�ŝŶ�
Afghanistan is in its infancy phase. Moreover, confusion is brought by existence of three 

parallel legal systems: the Sharia (Islamic law), shura (traditional law and customs) and the 

legal system within the framework of the 2004 Constitution.

Existing opportunities for economic cooperation are within the scope of bilateral and 

multilateral cooperation.

CASA- 1000 and TRASECA can be considered a promising example of multilateral 

cooperation.

CASA-1000 modern system of transmission lines (Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan and 

Pakistan) will be the basis for formation of a new regional electricity market in Central and 

South Asia (CASAREM).

Speaking of TRACECA project (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Romania, Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan), it 

should be noted that the annual trade volume between Asia and Europe is more than 2 

trillion USD, with the share of transportation costs 200 billion USD.

As you can see, transit corridors can be a great stimulus for economic growth of this 

region of the world. I think it is one of the reasons why in 2012, the United States promoted 

the concept of the «New Silk Road» instead of the concept of «Greater Central Asia».

Successful examples of economic bilateral cooperation of Afghanistan are linked to 

China.

In December 2011, China National Petroleum Corporation became the first foreign 

company to receive the right for oil and gas development in Afghanistan. First oil has 

already been extracted in the north of Afghanistan.

And the second fact, China is the biggest investor in Afghanistan through the development 

ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ǇŶĂŬ�ĐŽƉƉĞƌ�ĚĞƉŽƐŝƚ� ;ƚŚĞ� ůĂƌŐĞƐƚ�ŵŝŶĞ� ŝŶ��ƵƌĂƐŝĂͿ� ŝŶ�>ŽŐĂƌ�WƌŽǀŝŶĐĞ�;ϯ͘ϱ�ďŝůůŝŽŶ�
USD). In 2014, the first metal will be obtained.

It is interesting what future awaits the United States military project - the NDN (Northern 

Distribution Network) promoted as the new Silk Road.

Practicability of using this network as a counterpart to the Silk Road is doubtful.

This network has been a one-way road for a long time. This network since its start 

in January 2009, was designed for transport of goods by road from the United States 

and Western Europe to Afghanistan. Only in May of this year, the first containers from 

Afghanistan went in the opposite direction.

During the past 12 years the «Manas» airport was a two-way road.

In December 2001, the ISAF military base under American command began its 

functioning in the «Manas» airport. In February 2009, agreements with 11 countries on 

the order of stay of foreign troops and military supplies in Kyrgyzstan were denounced.

In the period from 2001 to 2009, it was a full-fledged military base, with placement of 

military aircrafts of the United States, Australia, Norway (F-15Es and F- 16), US Marine 

Corps (F-18s), Air France (Dassault Mirage 2000D), transport aircrafts and air tankers for 

refueling in the air.

During that period, military aircrafts flying from Bishkek patrolled the sky of northern 

Afghanistan.

In July 2009, an agreement was signed between the Kyrgyz Republic and the United 

States on transformation of the base to a transit center. Combat aircrafts finally left the 

territory of Kyrgyzstan. Transport aircraft and KC-135 tankers remained in the Transit 

Center.

Since 2009, Transit Center serves as the sole transit point of the US military in Central 

Asia. For example, in 2010,50 thousand soldiers were transported to Afghanistan, and in 

2012,up to 20 thousand soldiers were transported in both directions in a month.

In regard to the Northern Distribution Network and the Transit Center, it should be noted 

that it was the United States and NATO who have discovered the possibilities of transport 

corridors in that part of the world. Central Asian countries have been using these corridors 

for trade with CIS countries, Europe, the Middle East and China for a long time.

Doubts about the effectiveness of the NDN are related to financial costs.

In November 2011, Pakistan closed the southern supply network. The condition for 

opening of the roads was the US apology for the US air raid on Pakistani military posts.

Difference in container shipping cost was the main reason that the United States 

complied with the requirement of Pakistan and apologized in July 2012.

In this story, cost of the issue is the most interesting part. The cost of transportation of 

an American container by NDN amounted to about 17 thousand US dollars, and by the 

Southern route through Pakistan it made about 10 thousand US dollars.

If the United States, the leader of the world economy has made a choice in favor of 

financial pragmatism, what to say about the prospect of using this way of other countries?

From an economic point of view, the countries of Central Asia and Afghanistan for trade 

with the American countries benefit seaports of China and Pakistan, and to trade with 

Europe - interesting TRACECA corridor.

For Pakistan, Afghanistan and northern transport corridor is profitable to trade, 

especially with Russia and Kazakhstan.

If the USA, leader of the world economy has made a choice in favor of financial 

pragmatism, what to say about the prospect of using this way by other countries?

From economic point of view, countries of Central Asia and Afghanistan would benefit 
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from using seaports of China for trade with the American countries, and regarding trade 

with Europe - TRACECA corridor is more interesting.

For Pakistan and Afghanistan, the northern transport corridor is profitable for trade, 

especially with Russia and Kazakhstan.

There is another interesting fact - Afghanistan becomes a joint of three different rail 

systems: European-Middle East (1435 km), former Soviet (1,520 km) and Indo-Pakistan 

(1676 km).

For reference: In the spring of 2013, an agreement on the construction of the 
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan railroad, bypassing Uzbekistan from the south, was 
reached. Turkmenistan has already completed the project work on construction of 85 km 
of the road on its territory Atamurat (Kerky) – Imamnazar (border point on the Amu –
Darya River). Afghanistan is developing a feasibility study of the Imamnazar– Akin railway 
line on its territory. Tajikistan suggested 4 options to Afghanistan regarding route of the 
road between the two countries, giving priority to the shortest route Ayvadzh - Caldari - 
Hayraton.
�ŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚƐ

Afghanistan has investment agreements with Germany, Kazakhstan, China and Turkey. 

In August 2011, Afghanistan became a full member of the Free Trade Area in South Asia 

(the South Asia Free Trade Area (SAFTA)). In 2004, Afghanistan signed the framework 

agreement with the US on trade and investment.

The USA and the European Union provided tariff preferences to Afghanistan. There is 

also an agreement on transit trade signed between Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Infrastructure projects, including construction of roads and transmission and distribution 

of electricity does not cause problems. There are problems associated with attempts to 

establish control over the resources and infrastructure.

Establishment of control over transport corridors, financial system, irrigation facilities 

will allow control over the development of mineral resources and influence the political 

and economic situation in the countries of Central and South Asia.

Regarding this situation, there is a risk in Afghanistan and Central Asia. Desire of global 

players to gain control over the resources of Afghanistan may lead to aggravation of the 

situation in Central Asia.

Afghanistan is not the only one to hold the election in 2014. Presidential election in 

Tajikistan will take place in November 2013. In autumn 2014, there will be parliamentary 

election in Uzbekistan and in spring of 2015 - presidential. The Kyrgyz parliamentary 

election will also be held in 2015.

Considering the situation in Afghanistan and Central Asian countries, comparisons with 

the situation that preceded the «Arab Spring» in 2011 unwittingly come to mind.

Thank you for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ�/͘E͘�WĂŶŬƌĂƚĞŶŬŽ͕�ĂĚǀŝƐĞƌ�ŽŶ�DŝĚĚůĞ��ĂƐƚ�ĂŶĚ�
�ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�

ĂŶĚ�/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝǀĞƐ�;ZƵƐƐŝĂͿ
ͨ�ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ�Ͳ�ϮϬϭϰ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŵƉůŝĐŝƚ�ƚŚƌĞĂƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�

ƉŽƐƚͲ^ŽǀŝĞƚ��ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂͩ�
First of all, I would like to remind that Afghanistan, or, to be more precise, the media 

campaign around it in 2000-2001 was only a pretext for implementation of strategy to 

enhance the U.S. presence in the region, a strategy that had been framed at legislative 

level for a few years before the invasion in Afghanistan.

The question of political stability in Afghanistan was first raised in 1997-1998, on contract 

presentations and negotiations around Davlatabad (Turkmenistan) - Multan (Pakistan) gas 

pipeline in Afghanistan, and an oil pipeline from Chardjou (Turkmenistan) to the Pakistani 

coast in the Gulf of Oman, again - through Afghan territory. And in 1999,the U.S. House 

of Representatives adopted the “Silk Road Strategy Act”, and the Senate included it in 

the “Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs Appropriations Act” for 

2000 tax year. A reminder of the events of recent history clearly brings two conclusions:

First, Afghanistan was doomed to ”enforcement of political stability”.

Second, establishment of the U.S. control over the region is a long-term strategy where 

events in one country or other are only a background, an occasion for particular foreign 

policy actions.

To date, the outcome of this strategy is military and political presence of the USA in the 

region that is only going to expand, drawing new states into its orbit.

There is every reason to believe that the USA has come to the region to stay, so the 

number of reasons for its presence will only grow. Question of the U.S. military presence 

in Kyrgyzstan is not closed yet, I think the matter of «logistics center» in Kazakhstan will 

be positively solved. Thus, the post-Soviet Central Asia becomes the ground where the 

United States will solve its own problems of establishing control over the transit of energy 

resources, containment of China and Russia and so on in a manner typical of the United 

States - tough, energetic, “live reformatting», bringing to power political elites loyal to 

Washington.

To some extent, the U.S. officials admitit.

«We do not intend to leave Afghanistan. On the contrary, we are building a partnership 
with Afghanistan that will continue long into the future». 

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton stated in July 2012. And in confirmation of this, 

Washington has provided Kabul with the status of «a key partner, being non -member of 

NATO». Status held by countries such as Israel, Japan, South Korea, Australia, Thailand, 

Argentina, Pakistan.
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Moreover, it’s not the Afghan army who will make decisions, but, according to Pentagon 

officials, told in an interview with the “New York Times” newspaper:

«Responsibility for security and stability will be transferred to special purpose forces that 
will remain in the country after the end of the NATO mission in 2014. Their task will be to 
hunt rebel leaders, capture or destroy them, as well as to train local personnel. Special 
operational forces will be set up, with their components organized within the framework 
of the new «Strike Force Afghanistan» («Afghanistan Attack Force»).

Considering these statements, and most importantly - in the light of the political reality, 

the traditional look on the threats faced by the region after 2014 needs to be reviewed, 

when direct military presence of the U.S. and NATO will be transformed into presence of 

private military companies, training personnel and limited military contingent. I am sure 

that all of these elements will be managed by NATO command and financed from the 

budget of the United States and various international organizations.

It seems that the «expansion of the Taliban», having frightened us for several years, is 

the most fantastic scenario of the situation development. «Classic» Taliban, the one that 

did not want to negotiate with Washington in the early 2000s, is now shot by drones in 

Waziristan.

And «new Taliban» is a very interesting formation, which in one way or other exists in 

a symbiotic relationship with the United States. Or rather, in matters of «development» 

of international budget for «reconstruction of Afghanistan», provided to «fill the security 

vacuum». It is the sensational story with Watan Risk Management and Host Nation 

Trucking, where Karzai’s administration worked with the Taliban field commanders with 

ŶŽ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ�ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚŝĞƐ͘�/ƚ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ͨ�ĨŐŚĂŶ�>ŽĐĂů�WŽůŝĐĞͩ�;�>WͿ͕�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ŝƐ͕�
in fact, inclusion of the Taliban in some common afghan system of restraint and balance.

Essentially, today Karzai and the Taliban are fed from the same source. Therefore, the 

subject of negotiation can be only division of spheres of influence and financial flows.

Another thing is that, apparently, this situation doesn’t look very nice for the West; it 

is not it the «victory of democracy», «political settlement» and «national reconciliation». 

And it is very important, because, after all, funds consumed by the «process of national 

reconciliation» must be reported. That is the reason for release of Mullah Abdul Ghani 

Baradar from the Pakistani prison, who, apparently, will be appointed as a «chief Talib» in 

the upcoming «peace talks». We will be shown a picture of «complex process of political 

dialogue and reconciliation» that will satisfy everybody.

And after the «political reconciliation» comes the time for redistribution of spheres of 

influence and financial flows, mentioned earlier. Certainly, the Taliban will use all its power 

to participate in this process, so it will not have enough potential for external expansion.

This brings us to a certain conclusion that there only two threats to the region emanating 

from Afghanistan: increasing flow of heroin and «jihadists» from different movements 

joining in a network spreading all over the region.

But here’s the problem - production and transit of heroin is not possible without the 

favor of the United States. And network of «jihadists» is fostered on Afghan territory and it 

starts to link up with non-governmental and non-profit organizations that are in some way 

connected with the U.S. And the goals of this “Central Asian al-Qaeda» in fact coincide with 

strategic objectives of the U.S. in the region: on one hand, to serve as a deterrent to the 

current ruling elite, and on the other - to shake the Muslim part of China. Consequently, 

the main source of threats and challenges to security in the region is military and political 

presence of the United States, their work on «reformatting», exclusion from the process 

of Afghan settlement of other states, such as China, Russia, Uzbekistan, India and Iran.

Syrian events have demonstrated that in case of the conflict, external actors are able to 

quickly arrange channels for supply of the opposition with weapons. In particular, Qatar 

supplied Syrian opposition with weapons from Afghanistan, together with the United 

States buying it up from the “locals”, and then – transporting it by airplanes from Kandahar.

It seems that Syrian lessons regarding the part on how the West works with the 

opposition, how a set of information, special and other measures is used to support it, 

what internal resources of the country that had become the object of intervention can 

be used against it (from Islamists to non-governmental organizations) - require careful 

expert analysis applied to the post-Soviet Central Asian region. Especially since the extent 

of explosive material of social, economic and other measures is no less than in Syria.

Another implicit, but serious threat to security is implementation of the «New Silk Road» 

strategy. I am absolutely convinced that this strategy has little to do with that beautiful 

picture of economic integration of the region that we are shown. For example: trade 

turnover between Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan in last year amounted to 259 million US 

dollars. Trade turnover between Tajikistan and Kazakhstan for 7 months was approximately 

384 million US dollars. According to FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce) 

formal (or official) trade between Pakistan and India in 2011 amounted to 2.7 billion US 

dollars. To be make it understandable – Pakistan’s share in Indian import - 1%, share of 

Pakistan in Indian export - 0.1% (as of 2011). So how much the West should provide for 

full economic integration of the region?

In May 2006, taking into account the «Afghan reality», “Silk Road Strategy Act» was 

updated and supplemented. In particular, the United States made commitment to «the 

development of domestic defense potential and border security» of the Silk Road States. 

This is quite believable, and this task is feasible. So, this talk is not about the revision of 

the scheme of world trade, but distraction with purpose to:

1. get access to markets with more than two billion people - nearly a quarter of the 

world’s population;

2. have an excuse to expand its military presence and locate military bases in the 

region - «to protect the pipeline»;

3. redirect natural resources of the region from China to India and Pakistan and beyond;

4. establish a West-oriented regional organization of the “Silk Road States” opposed to 

the SCO and the CSTO.
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The «Silk Road» has one more aspect: Afghan opiates will flow through it, and therefore, 

Russia, Iran and China face new opium war. Not to mention the fact that drug transit will 

transform post-Soviet Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan into «Central Asian Colombia», with the 

only difference from American Colombia being that the power will belong not to drug 

lords but to “drug bays”.

Given the political, military, economic and social aspects of the «New Silk Road», this 

strategy is comparable with the US development of Western Europe after the Second 

World War. Then, using West Germany as a springboard, the United States covered entire 

Western Europe within the NATO framework; in the same way, using Afghanistan, the 

United States will cover Central and South Asia through NATO military presence led by 

itself.

The U.S. assures us that reason for its invasion is the fight against the Taliban and al-

Qaeda.

As it turned out, both the Taliban and al-Qaeda elements in the region are actively 

merging with local Islamic radicals, raveling out the Afghan border like an oil stain, posing 

threat to Afghanistan’s neighboring countries.

It turned out, the U.S. and NATO military bases settled in the heart of Asia,and the West 

has no intention to leave.

It turned out, drug transit has increased many fold, and poses a threat to the national 

security of Afghanistan’s neighboring countries.

In this case, the United States and NATO not only do not feel that they are politically 

obliged to Russia and former Soviet republics for their support, but they also state, that 

the countries in the region are indebted to the coalition for protection from threat of 

terrorism. And they are ready to provide more active defense by creating a base on the 

territory of these states.

Support of «international jihad», spreading network of its agents on the territory of post-

Soviet Central Asia, financing of its activities by drug trafficking, and most importantly, 

involvement of jihadists in the U.S. geopolitical plans on establishment of control over the 

region is, in my opinion, the main implicit threat to peace and stability in Afghanistan as 

well as in the bordering states.

Thank you for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ��͘�dĂƌĂŶŽǀĂ͕��ĞƉƵƚǇ�ĞĚŝƚŽƌͲŝŶͲĐŚŝĞĨ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�EĞǁƐ�
ĂŶĚ�/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ��ŐĞŶĐǇ�ͨZ/��EŽǀŽƐƚŝͩ�ĨŽƌ��/^� 

and Baltic States
ͨ/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ĂƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐ�ƐƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ŝŶ��ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂͩ

One of the greatest threats to stability is imbalance of information policy in the media 

space of the Central Asian region.

Information, as you know, is the first and direct channel of influence on public mind. 

Numerous publications in newspapers, Internet, messages on TV and radio with unverified 

data, irresponsible opinions or journalistic fabrications, fall on ordinary people in a 

number of Central Asian countries. This so-called «information» confuses people, gives 

them sense of danger and insecurity. And it often gives cause for destabilization of social 

environment.

There are no filters for «entry» into journalism. It is not just about the level of preparedness 

of a single reporter or a columnist. There is no common set of publicity requirements. 

There is no professional Code - what can be made public and how. Therefore, violation 

of legal and ethical standards in mass media has almost become the norm – very often 

publications contain ungrounded political evaluations or accusations, not only against 

political figures, but also against their own state as a whole. And this is unacceptable.

A quote from the publication on one of the websites will suffice, - «Kyrgyzstan is becoming 

a fascist state...». Such unfounded evaluations are very dangerous: some people can read 

it and believe it, and since living in a fascist state, they conduct and defend themselves 

from others accordingly.

It is irritating when little-known authors speak with biting criticism of Russia in some 

publication: «Russia has not done, Russia has not solved ...», «Russia should...». We can 

ignore such a trifle. But it is not that harmless. After all, public opinion on the strategic 

partner and ally is formed as a result of such texts.

In general, Central Asian media space is not in a good condition, when it comes to 

materials relating to intergovernmental cooperation and bilateral relations. Journalists do 

not spare words to say something harsh about the nearest neighbors.

There is often a situation close to information war during border conflicts between 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, or disputes between the states over water resources.

The most vivid negative example is coverage of ethnic conflict in 2010 on south of 

Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyz and Uzbek media covered the event from diametrically opposed 

positions. There was no objectivity or truthful reflection of the conflict, however.

It is clear what impact such publications have had on relations between two historically 

close nations, as well as on relations between the two countries.

Given the external instability, which has been surrounding the Central Asian region and 

its people for many years, this is a very dangerous game.
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Of course, Internet does not shoot. Real danger comes from completely different places, 

not from editorial offices. And yet, inciting inter-ethnic, inter-religious enmity or, even 

worse, hatred is no less dangerous than terrorist threats.

Export of alien ideologies, anti-Russian sentiment imposed by the West and the Muslim 

East through information channels should not be disregarded.

It is impossible not to notice that the information component in Russian language is 

fading or lost completely in a number of Central Asian countries. In the short term, it is 

likely to have a negative impact on promotion of interests of the Collective Security Treaty 

Organization, and to slow down foundation and development of the Eurasian Union 

institutions.

How can we resist all of this?

The search for an adequate response to challenges and threats is conducted in Central 

Asian countries, as well as the organizations created by joint efforts. An undoubted role 

belongs to the CSTO. Along with them, not the least is the media community.

The mass media can be a major force in forming of the atmosphere of tolerance and 

mutual understanding between nations and states. However, the media often serve as 

means for incitement of conflicts and animosity.

Responsible journalism is needed by society no less than responsible policy. For obvious 

reasons, the media in some way reflect the actions of their governments. If bilateral 

relations are deteriorating, it gives an impetus to mutual accusations in the media. But 

despite the difference in political processes in our countries and disagreements arising 

between governments, hate speech should not circulate in the media.

To a great extent the solutions lie in the field of information partnership. Desire for 

integration, which is now, without a doubt, a trend in Eurasia, should not bypass the 

media. Results of professional interaction of journalists can be as effective as cooperation 

in economic and military fields.

Thank you for your attention.

^ƉĞĞĐŚ�ďǇ��͘��ƵďŶŽǀ͕�ŽďƐĞƌǀĞƌ�Ăƚ�Z/��EŽǀŽƐƚŝ͕�ĂŶ�ĞǆƉĞƌƚ�
on Central Asia

/�ƚŚĂŶŬ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƐƉĞĂŬ�Ăƚ�ƚŚŝƐ�
ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ĨŽƌƵŵ͘

In my view, the withdrawal of U.S. and NATO troops from Afghanistan in 2014, or, to be 

more precise, the transformation of their presence will be an indication that the U.S. focus 

on the region of Central Asia was of instrumental character for the time of the military 

operation in Afghanistan. In this regard, it is worth noting that  the American curator of 

the region, professional and experienced diplomat, Assistant Secretary of State for South 

and Central Asia, Robert Blake was recently replaced by little-known USAID employee of 

Indian origin.

The nature of American interests in the region will be of less military character and will 

take on the more humanitarian aspects of the so-called «soft power».

Closure of the «Manas» base in July 2014, together with consolidating and strengthening 

the CSTO activity and increasing Russian military presence in the region (entry into force 

of the agreement on deployment of 201 RMB in Tajikistan until 2042, Russian military 

assistance to Kyrgyzstan in the amount of 1.2 billion US dollars), could become a milestone 

and a breaking point in change of the balance of influence in Central Asia between the 

United States and Russia.

However, this objective reality imposes great responsibility on Russia for security and 

stability in the region.

From this point of view, I think, it is worth looking at the prospects for cooperation of 

the CSTO and Russia with the US and NATO from different perspective. It’s time to give 

up trying to push back the Americans and NATO, because they are still «pulling char» out 

of the Afghan hell, doing this work also in our interest. Here, I agree with what has been 

said on the conference by Ambassador of Japan Mr. Kawato – do not be afraid of the 

Americans so much...

And another thing, there is a concern due to the lack of specifics in the U.S. plans of 

deployment of its military bases in Afghanistan and their purpose. Some Russian experts 

believe that the placement of such an extensive and well-fortified infrastructure of these 

bases exceeds the task of training the Afghan security forces and pursues other goals 

directed against some of the neighboring countries.

Decision by Washington on this matter is postponed; it depends on the difficult 

negotiation with the Karzai government. I think, everyone here knows what the point of 

this negotiation is: the Americans are seeking withdrawal of their military forces, stationed 

at the bases, from the jurisdiction of Afghanistan, as well as realization of special anti-

terrorist operations.

Naturally, the U.S. expects that the Afghan government will appeal to Washington 

requesting help to perform such operations, not only to continue training Afghan soldiers. 
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Request of Russia for realization of these operations with the UN Security Council 

authorization, which could provide a legitimate basis for the support of the international 

community, including the CSTO, seems to be reasonable.

But, anyway, it is necessary to understand that NATO, and in wider context -Europe and 

the U.S., are tired of Afghanistan, they have to admit that due to the destabilization in the 

Middle East, the North Atlantic Alliance cannot afford to fragment its forces. I am referring 

to Deputy Secretary General of NATO, the former Deputy Minister of Defense, Alexander 

Vershbow, whom I recently met at NATO headquarters in Brussels.

In this situation, in order to stabilize the situation in Afghanistan and Central Asia, 

opportunities for cooperation with NATO and the U.S. should not be neglected by the 

CSTO, SCO, and Russia.

To me, it seems extremely important to note the following facts of the started 

cooperation. I think, to many of you, the news that in October of this year, a workshop to 

exchange experiences on withdrawal from Afghanistan will take place in one of the Russian 

military academies within the framework of the NATO-Russia Council, is unexpected.

It is necessary to note the foundation of the Russia – NATO Helicopter trust; in its 

framework Russia supplies the Afghan army with combat helicopters MI-17 and spare 

parts. These supplies are paid by the U.S. and NATO.

In my opinion, it is time to move from confrontation between the Western and Eastern 

blocs to cooperation, at least in part related to the geopolitics of Afghanistan.

Finally, I will make a small addition to the debate over the increasing activity of militants 

in the north of Afghanistan, threatening the neighboring countries of the region. There is 

information that in the area of Afghanistan adjacent to Turkmenistan, activity of so-called 

«Turkmen Jamaat», representing the Afghan Turkmen, was noted. It is possible that in 

the near future these structures will make territorial claims to Turkmenistan in Mary and 

Serakhs regions...  

Thank you for your attention.

ZĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ŽĨ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�
ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ͨ�ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ�Ͳ�ϮϬϭϰ͗�WƌŽƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�

ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�/Z�͕�ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚƌĞĂƚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ� 
ŝŶ��ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁĂů�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�

International Security Assistance Force»
October 10, 2013, Bishkek International conference «Afghanistan - 2014: Prospects for 

development of the situation in the IRA, challenges and threats to security in Central Asia 

in the context of the withdrawal of the International Security Assistance Force» took place 

on October 10, 2013 in Bishkek.

The conference was opened by welcome speech of the President of the Kyrgyz Republic 

Almazbek Atambaev, announced by the Minister of Foreign Affairs Erlan Abdyldaev.

The Conference was attended by over one hundred and thirty representatives of 

international organizations, Ministries of Foreign Affairs, diplomatic representations, 

experts and political scientists from twenty-four countries.

The Conference was attended by the CSTO Secretary General, Special Representative of 

the UN Secretary General, as well as more than forty-five Senior Officials of the nineteen 

international organizations (the CSTO Secretariat, the CIS Executive Committee, the UN 

Regional Centre for Preventive Diplomacy for Central Asia, the UN Assistance Mission 

in Afghanistan, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for refugees, the UN Office on 

Drugs and Crime, UNDP, IOM, the International Committee of the Red Cross, the Japanese 

agency JICA, the Executive Committee of the Regional Counter-Terrorism Structure of the 

SCO, the International crisis Group in Kyrgyzstan, the Center for Non-proliferation and 

Export Control).

Representatives of the following countries and international organizations attended the 

ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ĂƐ�ŽďƐĞƌǀĞƌƐ͗��ǌĞƌďĂŝũĂŶ͕�'ƌĞĂƚ��ƌŝƚĂŝŶ͕�'ĞƌŵĂŶǇ͕ �>ĂƚǀŝĂ͕�>ŝƚŚƵĂŶŝĂ͕�ƚŚĞ�h^�͕�
Turkey, Estonia, Delegation of the EU, NATO, OSCE, ICRC, Aga Khan Development Network 

and the Friedrich Ebert Foundation.

During the conference, representatives of international organizations, ministries of 

foreign affairs, diplomatic representatives, political scientists and experts from different 

countries discussed the possible options for the development of the situation in 

Afghanistan and Central Asia after the withdrawal of the International Security Assistance 

Force in 2014.

Results of the discussion of reports and presentations at the Conference allow giving a 

number of the following recommendations and opinions.

�ŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ͗ 

ͻ� Ascertain commitment to the resolutions of the General Assembly and the UN 

Security Council on the situation in Afghanistan, underlining the central role of 

the UN in promoting peace and stability in Afghanistan and the coordination of 

international assistance and urge the United Nations, with the assistance of the 
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international community, to continue to support the national priority programs of 

the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan on problems of security, 

governance, justice and socio-economic development;

ͻ� Stick to the strong commitment to the sovereignty, independence, territorial 

integrity and national unity of Afghanistan, and called the states of the world for 

refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of the country or its use in geopolitical 

purposes, declaring the policy of non-intervention, non-invasion and non-intrusion;

ͻ� Noted that the security situation in some provinces stays volatile, and there is an 

intensification of international terrorist organizations in the country. In this regard, 

the conference participants urged the United States and its NATO allies, along with 

the withdrawal of military troops, to bring its mission on creating the foundations 

of the national state system of Afghanistan to its logical end. The transfer of 

responsibility for security should be gradual and consistent, while maintaining 

overall stability. The withdrawal of the ISAF should not open the door to destructive 

forces, invasion of various extremist and terrorist groups into neighboring countries;

ͻ� Highly appreciated the important contribution of Kyrgyzstan to the anti-terrorist 

coalition actions in Afghanistan over the past 12 years by the provision of the 

«Manas» airport to transport military and humanitarian aid;

ͻ� Underline the importance of peaceful and stable development of the country, the 

successful presidential election on the April 5, 2014, and the election of members 

of the provincial councils, which would guarantee peaceful transition of power, for 

the establishment of an independent Afghan state;

ͻ� Welcome the activity of the Afghanistan High Peace Council and believe that the 

reconciliation process should be Afghan-led and for the benefit of all Afghans. The 

comprehensive peace process should be open to stakeholders in the country, ready 

to renounce violence, break all links with international terrorism and respect the 

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.

ͻ� Appeal to the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and international 

community to take accelerated and effective actions to combat drug trafficking, 

taking into account the socio-economic aspects of the problem, and, by implementing 

programs, create alternative sources of livelihood; in this context, welcomed the 

efforts of the UN Office on Drugs and Crime in implementing the National drug 

Control Strategy under the guidance of the Ministry of Counter-Narcotics of the IRA;

ͻ� Emphasized the importance of the Istanbul Process «Heart of Asia» as a mechanism 

to promote dialogue and cooperation between Afghanistan and countries in the 

region, and urged the countries supporting this process to take an active part in 

it, including financial involvement, to promote the implementation of regional 

projects in Afghanistan in the fields of trade and investment, regional infrastructure, 

education, counter-narcotics, counter-terrorism and emergency response;

ͻ� Emphasized the importance of strengthening of local and regional transportation 

systems, that will contribute to economic development, stability and self-sufficiency, 

and, in particular, the need for the implementation of the projects for construction 

of roads and railways;

ͻ� Involvement of Afghanistan in regional cooperation and expansion of trade and 

economic relations with neighboring countries is the key to future sustainable 

development of Afghanistan, peace and confidence in the region. Conference 

participants welcomed the participation and cooperation of Afghanistan in 

international and regional organizations such as the SCO, CSTO, OIC, ACD, ECO and 

others;

ͻ� Welcomed and supported the outcome of the XIII meeting of the Council of 

Heads of State of the SCO held on September 13, 2013 in Bishkek, and the Bishkek 

Declaration of the SCO, indicating the high interest of leaders of the Central Asian 

states in achieving peace and stability in Afghanistan, which are key conditions to 

the successful promotion of regional cooperation in various fields;

ͻ� In order to study and monitor the events taking place in Afghanistan, detect and 

prevent negative effects on regional security after the withdrawal of the ISAF from 

Afghanistan in 2014, to define and make specific proposals on the development in 

all directions of regional cooperation with Afghanistan, the conference participants 

supported the initiative of establishment of the Centre for the Central Asia and 

Afghanistan Studies on the basis of the OSCE Academy in Bishkek.

Conference participants expressed their gratitude to the Kyrgyz part for the excellent 

organization of the international conference.
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�ůŽƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞŵĂƌŬƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ĞĚŝƚŽƌ�ŽĨ� 
ͨ/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�KďƐĞƌǀĞƌͩ

First of all, I would like to express my appreciation to the Presidential Administration of 

the Kyrgyz Republic and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic for hosting 

the conference, as well as the opportunity to publish the proceedings of the conference 

in the first special issue of the «International Observer» quarterly journal.

Special thanks go to the T. Usubaliev Public Foundation for support to publishing this 

journal.

The publication of «Afghanistan - 2014: Prospects for development of the situation in 

the IRA, challenges and threats to security in Central Asia in the context of the withdrawal 

of the International Security Assistance Force» conference proceedings, in our opinion, 

provides an excellent opportunity for the expert community and general public interested 

in international political issues, to read the views and opinions of senior officials and 

experts on this, undoubtedly, relevant topic of the current situation in Central Asia.

Moreover, questions regarding the future of Afghanistan in close conjunction with the 

diverse security issues in the region will largely determine development of specific foreign 

policy objectives for the Central Asian states in 2014 and will be discussed within the 

framework of other international practical events in the region.

It is obvious that not all of the issues could be covered in the course of this conference; 

however, this goal had not been set. In our view, the continuation of further discussion 

on this topic at the expert level in the next issue of «International Observer» journal will 

be relevant and timely, given the great interest in the matter of the withdrawal of the 

International Security Assistance Force from Afghanistan and the possible consequences 

for the Central Asian countries.

hƐƵďĂůŝĞǀ��͘�͕͘�WŚ͘�͕͘��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŶĂůǇƚŝĐĂů��ĞŶƚĞƌ�͞WƌƵĚĞŶƚ�^ŽůƵƚŝŽŶƐ͕͟ �ĞĚŝƚŽƌͲŝŶͲ
ĐŚŝĞĨ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƋƵĂƌƚĞƌůǇ�ũŽƵƌŶĂů�͞/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�KďƐĞƌǀĞƌ͘͟

�ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ζ�ϭ

�ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ��ĨƚĞƌ�ϮϬϭϰ�ĨƌŽŵ��ĨŐŚĂŶ�ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ
t,z�ϮϬϭϰ�/^��KE^/��Z���s�Zz�/DWKZd�Ed͍

dŚŝƐ�ǇĞĂƌ�ƉƌŽďĂďůǇ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƐ�ǁŝůů�ƚĂŬĞ�ƉůĂĐĞ�ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ͘

ͻ� Beginning or probably end of the international troop’s withdrawal including United 

States and NATO. 

ͻ� Holding of presidential  and provincial council elections, the first peaceful transfer 

of power from an elected government to another elected government in the history 

of Afghanistan

ͻ� Change of the shape of the remaining troops of the United States from legal point 

of view based on security agreement, which is expected to get sign between 

Afghanistan and the United States. 

t,z�t����Ed�Z���,�W������E��^d��/>d/z�/E��&',�E/^d�E
ͻ� What is important is search for  real peace and stability in Afghanistan, so that it can 

guarantee right development in all the processes underway in Afghanistan. 

ͻ� However we can’t reach to such peace till the time we can understand the current war. 

ͻ� We are faced with an unknown, ambiguous crisis.

t�Z�/E��&',�E/^d�E�,�^��yd�ZE�>�ZKKd^
ͻ� What we call Afghanistan issue from the perspective of Afghans is not an issue only 

related to Afghans. 

ͻ� This crisis has regional and international roots and sides.

ͻ�  According to Afghans this war is not defined in a correct way. 

ͻ� Some people call it international war against terrorism, while other considers it as 

Afghans internal war. Some think that this is a proxy war of regional and international 

elements, where Afghans are the victim in this war.

hE��Z^d�E�/E'�t�Z�/^�s�Zz�/DWKZd�Ed
ͻ� What is standing against understanding the reasons of peace is this ambiguous war?

ͻ� We haven’t understood the real sides of the war so that we can understand the real 

angles of peace. 

ͻ� Peace can’t be realized without understanding the reasons and roots of the war.
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D���>/E'�/E��&',�E/^dE��/Ed�ZE�>��&&�/Z^
ͻ� Afghanistan claim that suicide attacks and equipping of anti-government armed 

groups is clear cut interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan. 

ͻ� International community up till now is not ready to accept this claim.

ͻ�  Ambiguity regarding sanctuaries and safe havens of terrorists in the border areas 

with Afghanistan from the international community are the factors which have 

brought the year 2014 under more ambiguous situation. 

ͻ� So we are unaware, what will happen with the anti-government armed forces safe 

havens and their equipment. And how we can be assured of peace in the future?

E�/',�KZ�/Ed�Z&�ZE���
ͻ� Regional countries are still not ready to take in consideration regional stability in 

their international relations.

ͻ� Some neighbor countries are even in favor of the continuation of crisis for their 

short term interests. 

ͻ� Strategic depth policy of Pakistan is one of that.

t,z�/Ed�ZE�d/KE�>��KDDhE/dz�>K^d��&',�E��KE&/��E��
ͻ� International community including United States and NATO are giving up trust 

and confidence of Afghan people through their consistent mistakes. You know 

that people of Afghanistan compared to the start of the presence of International 

troops in Afghanistan in the year 2001 are not more mistrustful and hopeless of the 

international community. 

WĞŽƉůĞ�ŽĨ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ�ŚĂǀĞ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ŚĂǀĞŶ͛ƚ�ďĞĞŶ�ĂŶƐǁĞƌĞĚ�ƵƉ�ƚŝůů�ŶŽǁ͘�>ŝŬĞ͗�

ͻ� Why instead of the real centers of terrorism the international community small 

villages of Afghanistan are under attack?

ͻ� Why Afghanistan national security forces are not equipped and supported to 

enough extent. 

ͻ� Corruption problem which is often talked about, from where takes it roots in 

Afghanistan?

ͻ� Why in the construction and reconstruction of Afghanistan infrastructure enough 

attention hasn’t been given?

ϮϬϭϰ��E�/DWKZd�Ed�KWWKZdhE/dz
ͻ� We are heading towards 2014 in critical  situation. 

ͻ� Definitely we have significant developments and progress as well:

ͻ� Youth which makes of substantial part of the population have reached to a good 

extent to political awareness and they are heading towards democratization in the 

presence of democratic organs and vibrant civil society in the country. 

ͻ� Development in education instead of lot of problems and challenges is indeed a 

great achievement.

t��E����/Ed�ZE�>͕�Z�'/KE�>��E��/Ed�ZE�d/KE�>�
COMMITMENT

ͻ� So we can welcome the year 2014 in a positive way when we inside Afghanistan 

the Afghans, regional level neighbors and our allies and international level major 

powers with the coordination and actual cooperation of this process could manage 

this process in a better way. 

ͻ� Afghanistan existed before 2000 and will be present after 2014, nothing wrong will 

go if we and our neighbors and the international community through cooperation 

and assistance of one another work for stable Afghanistan,

ͻ�  and when we bring positive change in our policies and strategies towards this 

country, which is the heart of Asia and a connecting point between South Asia, 

Central Asia and Middle East?
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�ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ζ�Ϯ

��:�W�E�^��s/�t�KE�d,��^/dh�d/KE�/E���EdZ�>��^/�
t,�d�:�W�E�/^��K/E'�/E��&',�E/^d�E��E����EdZ�>��^/�͍

&Žƌ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ                               For Central Asia

WĂǇŝŶŐ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ϱϬй�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐĂůĂƌŝĞƐ�ŽĨ� 
ƚŚĞ�ƉŽůŝĐĞ�ŽĨ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ /ŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞ͕�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƵŶŝƚǇ

/ŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ &ŽƌƵŵ�ͨ�ĞŶƚƌĂů��ƐŝĂ�н�:ĂƉĂŶͩ

/ŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ

ϯ�ďŝůůŝŽŶ�ĚŽůůĂƌƐ�ŝŶ�ĐŽŵŝŶŐ�ϱ�ǇĞĂƌƐ �ďŽƵƚ�ϰ�ďŝůůŝŽŶ�ĚŽůůĂƌƐ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ϭϵϵϮ

WK/Ed^�dK�����KE^/��Z��
ͻ� ͞dŚĞ�ƌĞƚƵƌŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�dĂůŝďĂŶ͟�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ƚĂŬĞŶ�ĨŽƌ�ŐƌĂŶƚĞĚ͍�dŚĞ��ĨŐŚĂŶ�ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ�ŚĂƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞĚ͘

ͻ� �ĂŶ�ǁĞ�ĐŽͲŽƉƚ�ƚŚĞ�dĂůŝďĂŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝǀĞ�ƉƌŽǀŝŶĐŝĂů�ĞůĚĞƌƐ͍

,Kt�dK�Z�W>����E�Z�Kd/�^��z�Kd,�Z�/E�h^dZz͍
ͻ� ʦ̛̛̼̬̺̦̖̌̏̌�̵̡̣̖̬̭̯̖̦̦̼̌̏�̯̬̌̏�̛�̵̛̬̱̔̐�̡̱̣̯̱̬̽͘ 

ʪ̸̨̼̍̌�̵̛̥̦̖̬̣̦̼̌̽�̨̬̖̭̱̬̭̏͘ 

ͻ� tŚĂƚ�ƚŽ�ĚŽ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌŵĞƌ�͞EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ��ůůŝĂŶĐĞ͍͟
K�:��d/s���^^�^^D�Ed�K&�h͘^͛͘ �/Ed�Ed/KE

ͻ� �ŽĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�h͘^͘�ŚĂǀĞ�ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐǇ�ŽĨ�ĞǆƉĂŶƐŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƌĞĂ͍�

ͻ� ůĂŶĚͲůŽĐŬĞĚ�ĂƌŵĞĚ�ĨŽƌĐĞƐ͍

^/'E/&/��E���K&��,/E�͛^�WZ�^�E��
ͻ� ^ĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� yŝŶũŝĂŶŐͲhǇŐƵƌ� �ƵƚŽŶŽŵŽƵƐ� � ZĞŐŝŽŶ� ĂŶĚ� ƚŚĞ� dĂůŝďĂŶ� ;dŚĞ�tĂƌ�

ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ��ĂŵďŽĚŝĂ�ĂŶĚ�sŝĞƚŶĂŵ��ŝŶ�ϭϵϳϴͿ͘

,Kt�dK����KDDK��d��Zh^^/�͛^�/Ed�Z�^d
ͻ� dŚĞ��^dK�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚŝŶŐĞŶĐŝĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŵĞŵďĞƌ��ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ͘

ͻ� �ŶĚŽƌƐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��^dK�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�h͘E͘

  
JAPAN AS NEUTRALIzER

ͻ� dŚĞ�ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞŐŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ���ĂƌĞ�ŵŽƌĞ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞƌƐ͛��
ĂŵďŝƚŝŽŶƐ͘ 


